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In this thesis, I use simulations with a coupled climate model to examine the geophysical
mechanisms and implications of natural and anthropogenic sea level changes.
I find that eustatic sea level variability is mainly balanced by continental water storage.
The correlation with the El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is not significant for eu-
static sea level, weakly significant for continental water storage and steric sea level, and
strongly significant for atmospheric water vapor content. Large changes in eustatic sea
level and continental water storage can occur concurrently with individual ENSO events,
but the sign and amplitude vary depending on large-scale precipitation patterns. The
low-degree harmonics of the global geoid (C21, S21, C20), which are linked to the Earth
rotation vector (C21, S21: polar motion; C20: length-of-day), show a mixed response to
the global water mass load anomalies. Correlation with ENSO is significant for S21, with
dynamic ocean bottom pressure and soil moisture variability as the main causes. Corre-
lation with ENSO is also significant for C20, with soil moisture and atmospheric loading
variability as the main causes. Correlation with ENSO is not significant for C21.
In the simulated warming climate, sea level rise is strongest in the Arctic Ocean due
to enhanced fresh water input. Changes in sea level are weakest in the Southern Ocean
due to a partial compensation between dynamic and steric sea level changes. A complex
tripole pattern of anomalous sea level in the North Atlantic Ocean correlates highly with
the combined subtropical and subpolar baroclinic gyre transport, but only weakly with
the slowly decreasing meridional overturning circulation (MOC). Therefore, observations
of North Atlantic sea level cannot be utilized for robust monitoring of MOC changes.
A distinct pattern of ocean bottom pressure changes emerges with ocean thermal ex-
pansion: mass is redistributed within the ocean such that bottom pressure increases over
shallow shelf areas, and decreases over deep ocean areas. A newly developed conceptual
redistribution model explicitly links steric sea level to ocean bottom pressure changes
through horizontal mass redistribution without changing the total ocean mass. The sim-
ulated net movement of mass closer towards Earth’s axis of rotation leads to a decreasing
length-of-day with rising steric sea level. Since the mass redistribution is not rotationally
symmetric, significant polar motion is also excited. The polarization of this simulated
polar motion is similar to the polarization of observed decadal polar motion. However,
polar motion inferred from observed thermal expansion over the last 50 years is too small
to account for the observed polar motion over the last 50 years, suggesting that other
mechanisms play an important role in exciting decadal polar motion. Nonetheless, my
results demonstrate that the oceans are capable of exciting nontidal polar motion and
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Sea level is important as a metric for climate change as well as in its own right. We are in the





Sea level varies on a wide range of time-scales, and due to a variety of processes. Large
changes of the global mean sea level are intimately linked to shifts in the mean climate
state - for example, since the Last Glacial Maximum about 20000 years ago, sea level has
risen by over 120 m due to the melting of large ice sheets (Church et al., 2001). During the
last 6000 years global mean sea level has varied on centennial time scale by less than 0.3 to
0.5 m based on geological data (Church et al., 2001). Based on global reconstructions of
tide gauge measurements, average sea level has risen 1.7±0.3 mm yr−1 in the 20th century
(Church and White, 2006). This change is due both to an increase of the total ocean mass,
e.g., from glacial melting, and to a decrease of the mean ocean density, e.g., mean warming
or freshening of the ocean. However, independent observations of the individual climate
contributions to sea level fall short of the total observed 20th century signal by about
0.7±0.7 mm yr−1 (Solomon et al., 2007). The observed sea level rise for the recent decade
of 1993 to 2003 is 3.1 ± 0.7 mm yr−1, and for this period the observed sea level rise and
the observed individual contributions agree to within known errors, with changes in ocean
mass and ocean density contributing about equally to the signal. However, it is not clear
whether the recent faster rate reflects natural variability, or an increase of longer-term
trends (Solomon et al., 2007).
In face of anthropogenic climate change, it is expected that the oceans will take up a
large fraction of the heat added to the climate system. Water has a heat capacity that
is about three orders of magnitude larger than air (e.g., Gill, 1982), and it is estimated
that since 1955, ocean warming has accounted for more than 80% of the changes of the
energy content in the climate system (Solomon et al., 2007). As the oceans warm, their
density decreases and thus their volume increases, without changing the total ocean mass.
This process is referred to as steric sea level rise, its rate depending largely on the rate
at which heat is removed from the surface layers into the deeper ocean. Thus, steric sea
level change is also a very important measure of the change in total energy content of
the Earth’s climate system. As anthropogenic warming is projected to continue into the
decades and centuries to come, it will also likely influence sea level through changes of the
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total ocean mass by adding or removing water from the oceans. This process is referred
to as eustatic sea level change (e.g., Cazenave and Nerem, 2004). While the current mass
balance of mountain glaciers and the Greenland ice sheet suggest a contribution to sea
level rise, the case for the Antarctic ice sheet is less clear (Solomon et al., 2007).
Steric and eustatic sea level also vary naturally on seasonal to decadal time-scales. For
example, models and observations agree that volcanic eruptions typically lead to a rapid
significant cooling and hence falling steric sea level, and the subsequent recovery over years
to decades can significantly affect other long-term trends (Church et al., 2005). Obser-
vations of ocean heat content also suggest considerable interannual to decadal variability,
but climate models typically exhibit much less variability of ocean heat content. It is
not clear if this is a shortcoming of the models, or a problem of too few hydrographic
observations (Gregory et al., 2004). Eustatic sea level also varies naturally on seasonal to
decadal time-scales, because water can be stored very effectively on land in the soil, as
groundwater, or as snow (Cazenave and Nerem, 2004). Eustatic sea level change thus also
reflects variability of the large-scale hydrological cycle.
The determination of anthropogenic sea level trends in observations obviously requires
knowledge about the processes and mechanisms that drive natural sea level variability, as
well as the typical time-scales and amplitudes involved. The socioeconomic importance
of sea level change is evident considering that as of 1998, over half the population of the
planet - about 3.2 billion people - lived and worked in a coastal strip just 200 kilometers
wide (Hinrichsen, 1998).
1.2 Observation and Simulation of Sea Level Change
Before the advent of high-precision satellite altimetry in the early 1990ies, sea level changes
were determined from tide gauge measurements, but their geographically sparse distribu-
tion and location close to land most likely introduced some serious bias into these mea-
surements, such that local corrections due to relative tectonic movement must be done
carefully to yield useful estimates of sea level change (Cazenave and Nerem, 2004). Sea
level observations with satellite altimetry overcame this problem, and now measure lo-
cal sea level with a near global coverage. Local sea level as such is merely a diagnostic
measure of a variety of physical processes. The local gradient of the sea surface height
is dynamically linked to large-scale oceanic flow through the geostrophic balance. Thus,
changes of the local sea surface height gradient reflect changes of the large scale oceanic
flow (e.g., Gill, 1982), and the detection of regional sea level change provides in principle
an easy measure of an otherwise hard to obtain ocean state. Model simulations suggest
that projected sea level change is geographically highly non-uniform, reflecting the geo-
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graphically varying density changes and ocean circulation changes (Church et al., 2001).
Regionally, the deviation from the global mean sea level change can be well over 100% for
current rates of global mean changes (Cazenave and Nerem, 2004; Church et al., 2001).
Obviously, knowledge of potential regional sea level change is of great importance for
coastal planning when considering regional coastal impacts of sea level rise. The most re-
cent simulated patterns of sea level change from different models have now more similarity
than in previous comparisons of climate change projections (e.g., Church et al., 2001), but
considerable differences between models remain. Interannual variability is one possible
explanation (Solomon et al., 2007).
The nature of a global mean sea level change (steric or eustatic) cannot be determined
from measuring sea level alone. Whether a sea level signal is of steric or eustatic origin must
be determined from direct measurements of either one. Determination of steric changes in
principle require the sampling of temperature and salinity in the ocean in four dimensions
(three in space, one in time), and eustatic changes require in principle a ’weighing’ of the
total ocean.
In terms of hydrographic temperature and salinity profiles, the global ocean is notori-
ously undersampled, both in space and in time. Especially the southern hemisphere and
the deep ocean in general suffer from a lack of observations, and it has been suggested
that the undersampling overestimates global mean steric sea level variability, since ocean
models do not agree with observation in this respect (Gregory et al., 2004). Of course,
it cannot be ruled out that models lack important dynamic aspects and simply under-
estimate oceanic heat content variability (Gregory et al., 2004). In terms of ocean mass
changes, this metric can be achieved by measuring and inverting changes of Earth’s geopo-
tential field. This strategy is pursued with the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) satellite mission (Chambers et al., 2004), which has been under way since 2003
(Tapley et al., 2004). However, the geoid is an equipotential surface that integrates a
variety of other geophysical processes, both on and below Earth’s surface, and these other
processes must be subtracted (either from observations or models) before making any
inference about ocean mass change from gravity data.
Independent constraints on sea level change come from astronomic observations. Melting
of glaciers and large ice sheets (and the corresponding eustatic sea level rise) can effectively
cause changes in Earth’s moment of inertia (Eubanks, 1993). With the requirement that
the total nontidal angular momentum of the Earth must be conserved, changes in the
moment of inertia are balanced by corresponding changes of Earth’s angular velocity,
effectively measured as the length-of-day (LOD). If the surface mass redistribution is not
rotationally symmetric, this would additionally result in a movement of the pole of rotation
(polar motion, PM) such that equatorial oblateness is maximized (Munk, 2002). Changes
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in Earth rotation are indirectly linked to changes in Earth’s geopotential field. Specifically,
the degree-two geopotential Stokes coefficients are very important because they are linked
to polar motion and length-of-day (e.g., Chao, 1994), effectively providing two independent
methods to determine large-scale mass redistribution in the Earth system. As such, Earth
rotational constraints have typically been associated with eustatic sea level signals (Chao,
1994). As noted by Munk (2002), the observations of steric and eustatic sea level change
are in conflict with the astronomic observations: either steric sea level change is severely
underestimated, traditional estimates of sea level change (steric and eustatic) are too high,
the astronomic constraints on the eustatic rise are not valid, or any one combination of
these points (or none). This discrepancy has been recognized as the ’sea level enigma’
(Munk, 2002).
Since observational estimates of sea level change and their Earth rotational implications
lead to apparently contradictory results, it is essential to understand the physical processes
involved, both in terms of natural variability and anthropogenic forcing. ’Sea level’ involves
all components in the Earth system, because water is exchanged between the oceans,
atmosphere and continents on all time-scales. Fully coupled climate models are the tool of
choice for simulating and studying sea level change as an essential step toward resolving
the enigma. The ECHAM5/MPI-OM Earth system model used here does not require
flux adjustments, has sufficiently high resolution, and includes a land surface and run-
off scheme, which allows for a realistic simulation of the large-scale climate, both in the
ocean and in the atmosphere. Of course, no model is perfect. The simulated climate state
must be continuously checked against observations for consistency. Not only will this lead
to better models, but one may hope to gain knowledge along the way (Mu¨ller and von
Storch, 2004). I would like to point out here that the current knowledge of ice sheet
dynamics is still very limited, so that neither the Greenland nor Antarctic ice sheet are
dynamically coupled in ECHAM5/MPI-OM, effectively excluding cryospheric variability
from this study.
1.3 Thesis Objective
The objectives of this thesis arise from the open issues and questions in terms of sea level
change noted in the previous section. With the Earth system model ECHAM5/MPI-OM
as a tool, I investigate the following research questions in this thesis:
Natural Variability
• Can a fully coupled climate model simulate the observed seasonal cycling of water
between the oceans, atmosphere and continents?
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• Can the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as an important, large-scale coupled
ocean-atmosphere mode, generally be associated with a sea level change, and if so,
does this sea level anomaly have an eustatic contribution and how is it balanced?
What is the ENSO-related water budget of the continents and atmopshere?
• Can hydrological mass redistribution from the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation generally
be associated with a significant degree-two geopotential signal, and if so, what are
the geographical patterns and contributions in the atmosphere and on the continents
that lead to this anomaly?
Anthropogenic Signals
• What are the dynamic processes that lead to the projected geographical pattern of
sea level change? In particular, in light of an expected slow down of the meridional
overturning circulation (MOC) in the North Atlantic under anthropogenic warming
(e.g., Marotzke, 2000), can the observation of regional sea level change in the North
Atlantic be utilized to detect changes of the MOC?
• What is the horizontal and vertical structure of the contribution to steric changes?
How do temperature and salinity contribute to this structure, and what mechanisms
are involved?
Earth Rotational Signals
• Does the simulated sea level change under the IPCC-A1B scenario lead to detectable
signals in ocean angular momentum such as Polar Motion and Length-of-Day? What
mechanisms of mass redistribution in the ocean are involved? Can this at least
partially resolve the ’sea level enigma’?
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured into four chapters, two of which have been published already,
while the other two are in preparation for journal submission. Each chapter aims at
answering a subset of the Research Questions brought up in the previous section. This
structure implies that each chapter can be read largely independently from the others; it
also implies some recurrence of the contents, as each chapter contains its own introduction
and description of pertinent model features and underlying theory.
• Chapter 2 deals with seasonal and ENSO-related sea level variability and the as-
sociated hydrological mass redistribution. I analyze monthly values from 200 years
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simulated with ECHAM5/MPI-OM, with no anthropogenic forcing present (’control
run’). The analysis involves steric and eustatic sea level, dynamic ocean bottom
pressure, continental water storage in the soil and as snow, and atmospheric water
vapor and surface pressure. I use a lagged linear regression of monthly anomalies
of all terms to determine their coupling with ENSO, and analyze the geographical
patterns that evolve with ENSO. Finally, I calculate the individual as well as total
degree-two geopotential signal of ENSO-related mass redistribution, and compare
the results with observed signals. This chapter is in preparation for submission to
Journal of Geophysical Research1.
• In Chapter 3, I evaluate the simulated pattern of regional dynamic and steric sea
level change in response to anthropogenic climate change as given by the IPCC-
A1B scenario. In particular, I assess the relationship between sea level changes
in the North Atlantic and the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation. Also, I
calculate the pattern of steric sea level changes for temperature and salinity changes
separately, examining the role of each and the processes that cause the response.
This chapter has been published in Journal of Physical Oceanography2.
• Chapter 4 deals with ocean bottom pressure changes that evolve in the IPCC-
A1B scenario. I derive a novel simple conceptual model that links ocean steric sea
level changes to horizontal mass redistribution. I compare the simple conceptual
model to the simulated pattern of bottom pressure changes, and I determine the
implications for the length-of-day. This chapter has been published in Geophysical
Research Letters3.
• In Chapter 5, I extend the results of Chapter 4 and examine the influence on
Polar Motion by the pattern of simulated bottom pressure changes in a warming
ocean. Additionally, I calculate relative ocean angular momentum changes due sec-
ular changes of the large-scale ocean circulation in the IPCC-A1B scenario. This
chapter is in preparation for submission to Geophysical Research Letters4.
• In Chapter 6, I summarize the main results of this thesis, and conclude with a brief
discussion of possible future research developments from a modelling point of view
1Landerer, F. W., J. H. Jungclaus, and J. Marotzke, 2007: Non-Seasonal Variability in Sea Level, Hy-
drological Mass Redistribution, and Degree-Two Geoid Coefficients. J. Gephys. Res., in preparation
2Landerer, F. W., J. H. Jungclaus, and J. Marotzke, 2007: Regional dynamic and steric sea level change
in response to the IPCC-A1B scenario. J. Phys. Oceanogr., 37, 296-312
3Landerer, F. W., J. H. Jungclaus, and J. Marotzke, 2007: Ocean Bottom Pressure Changes Lead
to a Decreasing Length-of-Day in a Warming Climate. Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L06307,
doi:10.1029/2006GL029106
4Landerer, F. W., J. H. Jungclaus, and J. Marotzke, 2007: Polar Motion and Length-of-Day: Expected
Signals from the Warming Oceans. Geophys. Res. Lett., in preparation
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2 Non-Seasonal Variability in Sea Level,
Hydrological Mass Redistribution, and
Degree-Two Geoid Coefficients
Abstract
We use 200 years of monthly data from a state-of-the-art coupled atmosphere-ocean general circu-
lation model (AOGCM) to assess El Ninn˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) related climate variability
of steric and eustatic sea level, hydrological mass redistribution, and the corresponding signals in
the degree-two geoid coefficients (Stokes coefficients). The simulated seasonal cycle of eustatic and
hydrological mass redistribution agrees very well with observed estimates; the simulated seasonal
cycle of steric sea level is only about 75% that of the observed. The seasonal cycle removed, we then
use lagged-regression analysis to find the relation of the non-seasonal anomalies with ENSO. Steric
sea level varies significantly in phase with ENSO, but there is considerable interannual to decadal
variability that cannot be linked to ENSO. We find that eustatic sea level is not significantly linked
to ENSO, continental water storage has a weak signal with ENSO, and the atmospheric water va-
por content is strongly linked to ENSO variability. However, due to the limited atmospheric water
storage capacity, most non-seasonal eustatic sea level variability is balanced by continental water
storage. Thus, we find large changes in eustatic sea level (up to 7 mm over 3 years) and continental
water storage concurrently with some of the simulated ENSO events, but the sign and amplitude
vary depending on the anomalous location of the large-scale precipitation over the oceans or over
land. In this way, there is no systematic response of eustatic sea level to ENSO. Based on the
geographical distribution pattern of non-seasonal water mass load anomalies, we find significant
ENSO related variability in the S21 and C20 Stokes coefficients, but not a significant change in
C21. For S21, the anomaly patterns of dynamic ocean bottom pressure and soil moisture are the
main contributors to the combined signal; for C20, the anomaly pattern of soil moisture has the
largest contribution, followed by the anomaly pattern of atmospheric loading. Our results are not
consistent with the attribution of the observed 1997/1998 C20 anomaly to ocean bottom pressure
anomalies as a typical ENSO response, but instead point to the importance of continental water
storage, especially soil moisture.
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2.1 Introduction
The global hydrological cycle regulates the water mass exchange between the atmosphere,
oceans and continents on seasonal to decadal time scales. Water is stored and cycled
between these reservoirs through precipitation, evapotranspiration and river runoff. In
the atmosphere, water is mainly stored in the form of water vapor, the holding capacity
being mainly regulated by the air temperature (e.g. Gill, 1982). On the continents, water
can be stored in various reservoirs, e.g. in rivers and lakes, in the soil and biomatter, or as
snow (Cazenave et al., 2000). Any net imbalances between the continents and atmosphere
is compensated by ocean mass variations, resulting in eustatic (mass related) sea level
changes. Since the climate-related movement and distribution of water on Earth’s surface
directly changes the gravity field, monitoring this field from space with satellites can yield
information on otherwise difficult to obtain quantities such as ocean bottom pressure or
land water storage (Tapley et al., 2004). As these observational data have been available
since 2002 from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission,
it is important to compare them against geophysical models. The interpretation of gravity
field solutions from GRACE requires an understanding of the interactions between the
atmosphere, oceans and continents. Also, models must be utilized to distinguish intrinsic
climate variability from ongoing anthropogenic changes, because detailed observations of
the Earth’s surface water distribution in an anthropogenically unperturbed climate do not
exist.
Following typical convention (e.g. Cazenave and Nerem, 2004), we distinguish between
steric (density-related), and eustatic (mass-related) sea level changes in this paper. Sea-
sonal global mean sea level is greatly influenced by mass exchanges between the ocean
and the atmosphere and continental water storage reservoirs (Chen et al., 1998; Cazenave
et al., 2000). On interannual time scales, the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a
dominant mode of climate variability (e.g., McPhaden et al., 2006). It involves large-scale
reorganizations of the atmosphere and ocean circulation that originate in the equatorial
Pacific, leading to temperature and precipitation anomalies extending across the entire
globe (Trenberth and Caron, 2000; Trenberth et al., 2005). The associated changes of
the hydrological cycle and surface water distribution in turn affect Earth’s gravity field
on a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Long wavelength geodetic signals have been
inferred from satellite laser ranging (SLR) in the form of low-degree spherical harmonic
components. A prominent signal was the positive J2 anomaly of 1997/1998 observed by
Cox and Chao (2002), consistent with a mass transport from high to low latitudes. This
anomaly coincided with a strong ENSO event, and also with a shift of the Pacific decadal
oscillation (PDO). This strong ENSO event was also marked by a significant global mean
14
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sea level anomaly (Nerem et al., 1999).
Based on an ocean model that assimilates observations, and observed snow and ice data
for subpolar glaciers, Dickey et al. (2002) argued that a substantial part of the 97/98 J2
anomaly can be attributed to dynamic ocean mass redistribution, and to subpolar glacial
melting, but the dynamic links between the mass shifts and the climate anomalies could not
be determined. Cox and Chao (2002), on the other hand, argued against ice sheet changes
(from polar ice sheets as well as subpolar glaciers) as a major source for the observed 97/98
J2 anomaly, because the implied global mean sea level signal would have been larger than
observed. Additionally, the partial return of the observed J2 toward normal values in 2001
was put forward as an argument against a dominant role for glacial melting, because the
implied glacial melting and growing rates were not observed (Chao et al., 2003). Since
observed variations in low-degree gravity coefficients could also be excited within the solid
Earth, e.g. from core mantle coupling, it is necessary to distinguish the contribution of
the fluid surface layer to non-seasonal low-degree gravity coefficients.
Based on TOPEX/POSEIDON measurements and ocean model results, Nerem et al.
(1999) concluded that the observed global mean sea level anomaly of 97/98 was mainly
of thermosteric origin. They also found a positive global mean anomaly of precipitable
water in the atmosphere, suggesting that the increased atmospheric water vapor reduced
the outgoing long wave radiation, thus increasing ocean heat content, and raising sea
level accordingly. On the other hand, Willis et al. (2004) reported in their objective
analysis of oceanic hydrographic profiles that large amounts of heat were redistributed
within the ocean during the 1997/1998 El Nin˜o, but they did not find a net global heat
gain or loss, leading to the conclusion that the observed global mean sea level anomaly
was mainly of eustatic origin. Regardless of its nature, ENSO related sea level changes
can significantly affect sea level rise estimates, in turn requiring long measurements for a
robust determination of the anthropogenic warming signal (Nerem et al., 1999).
Thus, there appear to be two major issues that remain unclear in terms of sea level
changes and large-scale hydrological mass redistribution in relation to ENSO: first, can
ENSO generally be associated with a global mean sea level anomaly, and if so, does the
sea level anomaly have a eustatic contribution, and how is it balanced? Second, can
ENSO related mass redistribution generally be associated with a significant low degree
geopotential signal, and if so, what are the geographical patterns and contributions of the
individual storage reservoirs that lead to this anomaly?
Assessing the water cycling between reservoirs from observations is usually accomplished
by combining independent data sets for the ocean, atmosphere and continents, and the
uncertainty in each can be quite large (Cazenave et al., 2000). In what follows, we explore
the seasonal and non-seasonal water cycling in the Earth system with a state-of-the-art
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climate model, focusing on ENSO related signals. Because the model is unconstrained by
observations, we cannot compare the results directly to observations since there is no phase
agreement with particular observed events. Instead, our approach aims to understand
typical magnitudes and mechanisms of ENSO related hydrological signals. Coupled global
atmosphere-ocean general circulation models have been extended to include land-surface
and river routing schemes, which allow for the storage of water in the soil and as snow.
The main challenge in understanding (and simulating) the water cycling between the
different reservoirs is to close the total water budget dynamically, implying consistent
fresh water fluxes between all reservoirs. Although many of the governing processes of the
hydrological cycle on land are still poorly understood (and thus highly parameterized in
their numerical representation), state-of-the-art models offer the advantage of consistent
water fluxes between the hydrological reservoirs, avoiding the need for artificial flux or
mass adjustments. Additionally, climate models have a global coverage, which in light of
large-scale ENSO teleconnections is essential to capture the total Earth system response
(Hughes and Stepanov, 2004; Trenberth et al., 1998).
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2.2, we describe the pertinent model features
and behavior, as well as some theoretical aspects. In Sec. 2.3, we compute the seasonal
cycle of sea level and the water budget. We then use linear regression analysis to deter-
mine the ENSO relation of non-seasonal steric and eustatic sea level, the global mean of
each individual water reservoir, and the geographical pattern of all water storage and sea
level terms. We then compute the response of the degree-two geoid components to the
geographical pattern of the mass load anomalies. A discussion of our main results then
follows in Sec. 2.4. We conclude this paper with a summary of our main findings in Sec.
2.5.
2.2 Model Description and Theory
2.2.1 The ECHAM5/MPI-OM Model
In this study, we use monthly data from 200 years of a climate simulation computed
with the coupled ECHAM5/MPI-OM atmosphere-ocean general circulation model that
also served as the unperturbed reference climate for the IPCC 4th assessment report
projections (Meehl et al., 2007). No anthropogenic or volcanic forcing is included; the
concentrations of well-mixed greenhouse gases are set to the standard year 1860 values.
The ocean component MPI-OM uses an orthogonal curvilinear grid with its North Pole
shifted to Greenland to avoid a singularity at the geographical North Pole. The vertical
resolution is 40 levels, 20 of which are distributed over the upper 700 m; partial grid cells
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resolve the bottom topography. Horizontally, the resolution gradually varies between 12
km near Greenland and 180 km in the tropical Pacific. MPI-OM (Marsland et al., 2003)
is coupled to the ECHAM5 atmosphere model (Roeckner et al., 2003) at T63 horizontal
resolution (1.875◦ × 1.875◦) with 31 vertical levels; the top atmospheric level is at 10
hPa, so that stratospheric processes are not taken into account. The coupling of the
atmosphere to the ocean requires no flux adjustments. A dynamic/thermodynamic sea ice
model with viscous-plastic rheology is embedded in MPI-OM. More details on the ocean
model formulation can be found in Marsland et al. (2003) and Jungclaus et al. (2006).
Note that the ocean component has not yet reached its equilibrium state in this simulation,
as the ocean heat content exhibits a drift of about 2.6 × 1021J/year, corresponding to a
drift in thermosteric sea level of about 0.4 mm/year. This is largely related to insufficient
Antarctic Bottom Water formation, resulting in a slow warming of intermediate and deep
waters (Jungclaus et al., 2006; Landerer et al., 2007c). The trend weakens over time, as the
model appears to slowly approach an equilibrium state. Therefore, we apply a quadratic
drift correction to the heat content and steric sea level terms, rather than a simple linear
fit (root mean squared error (RMSE) for linear fit: 2.60× 1022 J; RMSE for quadratic fit:
2.27× 1022 J).
On the continents, surface runoff and drainage are calculated by a runoff scheme (Du¨me-
nil and Todini, 1992), and fed into a hydrological discharge (HD) model (Hagemann and
Du¨menil, 1998), with the limitation that growing and melting of land ice is not considered,
effectively excluding cryospheric variability in the simulations. Over the ice sheets, mass
balance is achieved by routing precipitation (minus evaporation) that falls on the ice sheet
to the nearest ocean grid point as runoff. Continental water can be stored as snow or in the
soil; the maximum soil moisture bucket depth extends to about 2 m, and varies according
to land surface parameters (Hagemann, 2002); groundwater storage is not accounted for.
As stated in the introduction, an important motivation for the use of a fully coupled
climate model is the consistency of fresh water fluxes between all reservoirs and the implied




whereMoce,Matmo andMconti are the fresh water storage terms for the ocean, atmosphere
and continents, respectively. Here, we compute Moce by integrating the global net fresh-
water flux over the oceans, and atmospheric storage Matmo is the total atmospheric water
content. The change in continental water storage is given by the budget
∆Mconti = (P − E −R)∆t, (2.2)
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where P is precipitation, E is evaporation and R is runoff over land. In ECHAM5, water
on the continents is stored in the form of soil moisture and snow. However, some surface
water directly enters into the lateral flow scheme of the HD model. Also, the HD model
temporarily stores runoff and drainage fluxes in buffer reservoirs that account for the
residenc times of water in the different flow processes within a HDmodel gridbox (over-land
flow, basal flow), and betwen gridboxes (S. Hagemann, 2007, personal communication).
The latter may also be interpreted as the water stored in the river network. As the buffer
reservoir terms are not saved to disk in the standard ECHAM5 configuration, we need
to correct for them to close the mass budget (Eq. 2.1). Note that the mass balance is
maintained during the simulation, but we must reconstruct the ’residual runoff’ water
from the balance between eustatic sea level, atmopsheric water storage, and water storage
in the soil and snow on the continents; the amplitude and relevance of this ’residual runoff’
term is discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3.2.
In this paper, we will distinguish between total ocean mass variations and local ocean
mass variations, which are associated with dynamic ocean mass redistribution, but leave
the global ocean mass unchanged. As will become clear shortly, ocean mass load is syn-
onymous to ocean bottom pressure, the two being related linearly. Some implicit model
assumptions warrant a more detailed description of the calculation of ocean bottom pres-
sure; in our derivation, we follow Ponte (1999).




ρdz + pa ≈ gρ0η + g
0∫
−H
ρdz + pa, (2.3)
where g is the mean surface gravitational acceleration, pa is the surface atmospheric pres-
sure, ρ is the density, and η the sea surface height above a reference level. Under the
inverted barometer (IB) assumption, which holds on time scales longer than a few days
(Wunsch and Stammer, 1997; Ponte et al., 1991), it can be shown without loss of gener-
ality that η = ηIB + ηdyn, i. e. the IB term plus an ocean dynamic signal ηdyn related to




(pa − pa), (2.4)
where pa is the area averaged pressure over the global oceans. Equation 2.3 then reduces
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to
pb = gρ0ηdyn + g
0∫
−H
ρdz + pa. (2.5)
In MPI-OM, the model dynamics do not include forcing from pa, and the sea surface










= Qη(φ, λ) = P −E +R. (2.6)
Here, U and V are the vertically integrated zonal and meridional flows, respectively; φ is
latitude, λ is longitude. The forcing term Qη(φ, λ) represents surface freshwater flux due
to precipitation (P), evaporation (E) and river run-off (R). At time steps of one month, the
prognostic SSH field is recentered to a zero global mean. Therefore, the continuity equation
(2.6) implies volume conservation (Gill, 1982) in the ocean; while this formulation yields
correct relative horizontal SSH gradients, Greatbatch (1994) showed that two spatially
uniform, but time-varying correction terms must be applied to the calculated sea level to
make up for missing physics in the model: one is the ’steric correction’, accounting for any
net expansion or contraction of the global ocean due to changes in the density structure;
the second correction is ’eustatic’ and accounts for global net freshwater fluxes by adding
a uniform layer of water over the oceans determined from the global integral of Qη(φ, λ)
over time. Since both corrections are spatially uniform, they have no influence on the
models dynamics. Note also that tidal forcing is not included in present MPI-OM setup.
Dividing Eq. 2.5 with gρ0 gives the normalization of bottom pressure in units of meters
of equivalent water column height, which we use throughout the rest of this paper (the
use of a constant density ρ0 is consistent with the Boussinesq approximation made in the
ocean model). Introducing the eustatic correction term into Eq. 2.5 then leads to
p′b
gρ0
= η′dyn − η′s + η′a + η′Q, (2.7)
where the prime indicates the anomaly relative to a time mean or an unperturbed state;
all quantities on the right hand side are in units of equivalent sea level height. The term
η′s = ρ−1
∫
ρ′dz is the steric height anomaly, η′a is the bottom pressure contribution due
to changes of the mean atmospheric mass over the oceans (subsequently referred to as
atmospheric ocean loading), and η′Q represents the bottom pressure contribution due to
total ocean mass changes (or eustatic sea level changes). Thus, in a stratified ocean, sea
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level and bottom pressure can be very different (Condi and Wunsch, 2004). Generally,
steric effects become more important at longer periods and towards the equator, indicating
that oceanic variability in these regions is more baroclinic, whereas the shallow ocean is
characterized by barotropic variability (Vinogradova et al., 2007). Consequently, the term
η′dyn− η′s represents bottom pressure variations due to dynamic ocean mass redistribution
at constant global ocean mass, which we will refer to as the bottom pressure or dynamic
bottom pressure in this paper. The seasonal dynamic bottom pressure variability in MPI-
OM is similar to that found by Condi and Wunsch (2004): high variability is found
in Northwest Pacific, Southern Pacific, and high latitude Atlantic Oceans (not shown).
Through Eq. 2.7, we can thus differentiate between contributions to ocean bottom pressure
from changes of dynamic bottom pressure, eustatic sea level and mean atmospheric mass
loading over the oceans.
2.2.2 Simulated El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation
The tropical Pacific climate variability is well represented in space and time in the coupled
climate model ECHAM5/MPI-OM (Guilyardi, 2006; Jungclaus et al., 2006). The struc-
ture of interannual SST anomalies is well simulated, but the magnitude of the variability
is generally overestimated by a factor up to 1.4 (Jungclaus et al., 2006); the dominant
frequency of the simulated tropical Pacific Ocean variability is between 3.5 and 4 years,
which is sufficiently close to observations. This warrants the analysis of water storage
anomalies in the atmosphere, ocean and on land related to ENSO by means of simple
linear regression. The precipitation response in ECHAM5 to ENSO events realistically
captures most aspects of the local and remote precipitation distribution, although the
simulated amplitude is somewhat too large (Hagemann et al., 2006). Also, the model
does not fully reproduce the observed precipitation response to ENSO variability over the
Indian Ocean and Africa (Hagemann et al., 2006).
For the following regression analysis, we use the Nino3 index. It is defined as monthly
sea surface temperature anomalies, averaged over the region extending from 5◦S-5◦N and
150◦W-90◦W (Trenberth, 1997). We identify an El Nin˜o (positive values) or La Nin˜a
(negative values) event if the 5-month running-average of the index exceeds one standard
deviation for at least 6 consecutive months (Fig. 2.1); the 5-month running-average is
used to smooth out variations in sea surface temperature not associated with ENSO. El
Nin˜o episodes are usually accompanied by sustained warming of the central and eastern
tropical Pacific Ocean and a decrease in the strength of the Pacific trade winds. During
El Nin˜o, rainfall diminishes over the western equatorial Pacific Ocean, and increases over
the eastern half of the tropical Pacific Ocean, consistent with a weaker Walker circulation.
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Figure 2.1: Five-month running mean of the simulated Nino3 index. The dashed line is the 1-σ
standard deviation; El Nin˜o (red) and La Nin˜a events (blue) are defined as periods where the
index exceeds 1 σ for at least 6 consecutive months.
La Nin˜a episodes are associated with stronger Pacific trade winds and warmer sea surface
temperatures in the western tropical Pacific Ocean, while waters in the central and eastern
tropical Pacific Ocean become cooler during this period. An El Nin˜o event is often followed
by a La Nin˜a event. Note, however, that El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events do not necessarily
scale linearly, and individual ENSO events may deviate from each other in their overall
climate impact.
The atmospheric surface pressure-based Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is used in
some of the cited references to describe ENSO related climate variability; in the present
ECHAM5/MPI-OM simulation, the correlation between SOI and Nino3 is -0.73 (5-month
running mean applied to each index); therefore, the following regressions on the Nino3
index are approximately equal to regressions on the SOI index, but with reversed sign.
2.2.3 Geopotential and Stokes Coefficients
Earth’s geopotential field U can be expanded into spherical harmonics given by (Heiskanen
and Moritz, 1967)













P lm(sinφ)(Clm cosmλ+ Slm sinmλ)
]
, (2.8)
where r is the distance from Earth’s center, φ is latitude, λ longitude, G the gravitational
constant, M Earth’s mass and R Earth’s mean radius; P lm(sinφ) are the fully normalized
associated Legendre polynomials of degree l and order m (Eubanks, 1993), and Clm and
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Slm are the so-called Stokes coefficients. The coefficients Clm and Slm are related to the



















For surface mass load variations ∆q(φ, λ), the thin shell approximation reduces Eq. 2.9
to the fully normalized degree-two Stokes coefficients as the surface integral of mass load
changes ∆q(λ, φ) = p′bg















where dS = R2 cosφdθdλ, kl is the Love number. For the degree-two coefficients (l=2), we
take as k2 = −0.301 (Chen et al., 2005). The Love number takes into account the yielding
of the solid Earth to the surface mass load changes, assuming an elastic load response
(Wahr et al., 1998). This assumption should be realistic on ENSO time-scales. The fully
normalized associated Legendre polynomials of degree 2 and order m = (0, 1) are given by
(Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967)
P 20(sinφ) = 0.5(3 sin(φ)2 − 1)
P 21(sinφ) = 3 sin(φ) cos(φ).
(2.11)
Measurements of time varying gravity such as the GRACE mission then allow for the
inversion of Eq. 2.10 to determine the surface mass load distribution ∆q(φ, λ, t) via (Wahr
et al., 1998)








P lm(sinφ)(Clm(t) cosmλ+ Slm(t) sinmλ), (2.12)
where ρe is the average density of the Earth (5517 kg m−3); for GRACE, lmax is typically
120, equivalent to a horizontal wavelength of about 300 km.
In the case of a spatially uniform eustatic sea level change ∆h, as well a uniform inverted















where ∆h is in meters, ρ0 is the mean density of sea water, and F (λ, φ) is the ocean
function with values of 1 over the ocean, and 0 over land. Based on the ECHAM5/MPI-
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Thus, compared to S21, C21 is about 40% less sensitive to a global mean eustatic sea level
change, or similarly, to a global mean inverted barometer anomaly.
The degree-two Stokes coefficients are directly proportional to surface mass load induced
Earth rotational excitations, given by the so-called effective angular momentum functions
(Barnes et al., 1983; Chen, 2005). Note that Cl0 = −Jl/
√
(2l + 1), as Jl is used instead
of Cl0 in some of the cited references. From the integration kernel in Eq. 2.10 it is readily
inferred that a decrease in C20 means a net transport from high to low latitudes; nodal
lines of C20 are at ±35.3◦. Stokes coefficients do not allow a unique inversion to trace back
the origin of their anomalies, but they place an integral constraint on possible mass load
distributions. Especially on seasonal to interannual time scales, it is expected that the
main signal comes from the surface water distribution from the hydrological cycle (Tapley
et al., 2004). Note that mass conservation in the Earth system between the atmosphere,
ocean and continental water storage terms is necessary for the correct determination of low-
degree Stokes coefficients (Chen, 2005; Gross et al., 2004). Quantitatively, mass balance is
particularly important for the degree-one and degree-zero coefficients, but may still affect
the global budget for the degree-two coefficients considerably (Chen, 2005).
2.2.4 Linear Regression
We use a linear least squares approach to project the monthly water storage and degree-
two coefficient anomalies on the Nino3 index (normalized by its standard deviation) for
lags up to ±60 months with one-month increments; positive lags mean that the Nino3
index leads the sea level, water storage or bottom pressure anomaly. The significance
(set here to 95%) of the regression is computed from the regression model’s F-statistic
by testing against the null hypothesis that there is no regression relationship between the
variables (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999).
This estimate depends on the degrees of freedom in the time series, which for truly
independent samples is equivalent to N − 2, where N is the total sample size. However,
not all samples in the present analysis are truly independent. Intrinsic low-frequency vari-
ability or low-pass filtering (e.g. applying a running mean, as used here) introduces serial
correlation into the time series, which would make any statistical test less stringent (Tren-
berth, 1984). The degrees of freedom is reduced to the effective number of independent
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Here, ∆t is the sampling interval, and T0 denotes the time between effectively independent
observations. There are various possibilities (and difficulties) in estimating T0 (von Storch
and Zwiers, 1999). For large numbers of observations N , and under the assumption of a




where α is the product of the lag-1 autocorrelation values of two processes Xt and Yt
(Trenberth, 1984). Intuitively, T0 can be thought of as an integral time scale representing
physical memory in the observations (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Seasonal Cycles of Water Budgets and Sea Level
For the assessment of ENSO related variability in Earth’s water mass budget, we need to
subtract the seasonal cycle from all relevant water storage reservoirs and sea level terms. In
this section, we compare Earth’s average seasonal water reservoir budget as simulated by
ECHAM5/MPI-OM with published observational or other simulated estimates. A correct
representation of the seasonal cycle is necessary in order to have faith in the amplitudes
of deviations from the monthly values.
We compute a monthly climatology of ocean mass variation, continental hydrology (split
into snow depth and soil moisture), atmospheric water storage and steric sea level, as well
as the standard deviation for each month from a total of 2400 simulated months (200
years)(Fig. 2.2 and Tab. 2.1); all values listed in Table 2.3.1 are in units of equivalent sea
level height, so their magnitudes can be directly compared. Note that we need to subtract
a drift of -0.142 mm/yr of the integrated fresh-water flux over the ocean, which would
otherwise lead to an unphysical mass loss in the ocean; all other reservoir fields do not
require drift corrections. For the atmospheric water storage, we only use the vertically
integrated water vapor. We do not include vertically integrated cloud water and cloud ice
in the present analysis, because their contribution to the water mass budget is a factor
of about 1000 less important than vertically integrated water vapor in ECHAM5 (not
shown).





Total sea level 7.0±3.5 mm (Oct) 4.3±0.4 mm (Oct)
Non-Steric 9.1±2.8 mm (Sep) 9.0 mm (Sep)
Steric 3.6±2.4 mm (Apr) 5.0 mm (Mar)
Atm. water vapor 2.2±0.6 mm (Dec) 2 mm (Dec)
Snow 4.1±0.01 mm (Aug) 7 mm (Aug)
Soil moisture 5.7±2.1 mm (Aug) 2.6 mm (Sep)
Sum continental 10.0±2.1 mm (Oct) 9.0 mm (Sep)
Heat content 2.93×1022J (Apr) 4.5×1022J (Apr)
Table 2.1: Maximum amplitude and standard deviation for the given month of the individual
reservoir storage and contribution to sea level, determined from the climatological seasonal
cycle in ECHAM5/MPI-OM; all values in units of equiv. sea level height. Reference values
are from Cazenave et al. (2000), except for heat content, which is from Gleckler et al. (2006).
Cazenave et al. (2000) (more references and recent values can be found in Chambers et al.
(2004) and Lombard et al. (2006)). While the mass budget of the ocean can be inferred
from observations (sea level from altimetry minus steric contribution), water storage over
land is not directly measured due to sampling problems in both space and time (Cazenave
et al., 2000). Rather, land surface models are typically driven with observed meteorological
data (e.g. precipitation and temperature), and water storage in the soil and as snow is
estimated from the models. Gravity based measurements of continental water storage are
now solving this limitation and measure land water storage changes from an inversion of
gravity field anomalies more directly (Tapley et al., 2004). The total continental water
mass signal in ECHAM5/MPI-OM, comprised of snow and soil moisture, compares well
with those of Cazenave et al. (2000). However, the partitioning between soil moisture and
snow is quite different (about 3 mm difference). As the coupled model ECHAM5/MPI-OM
used in the present study simulates slightly more total snow mass than the stand-alone
ECHAM5 atmosphere model (E. Roeckner, pers. communication), which was found to
accurately portray amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle in snow depth (Roesch and
Roeckner, 2006), we can only speculate what causes this difference. Soil moisture and
snow mass are probably the least well observed (or often crudely approximated) water
storage quantities, so error bars should be quite large. However, the agreement of the
total continental storage between Cazenave et al. (2000) and ECHAM5/MPI-OM is a good
indicator that we simulate a reasonable seasonal cycle of the water budgets. Since the ice
sheets are not dynamically coupled in our simulation, their mass is time-invariant, and
we cannot include their contribution to sea level variations in the mass balance analysis.
Cazenave et al. (2000) estimate a seasonal sea level contribution of Antarctica of about 3
mm (maximum in December), and a Greenland seasonal sea level contribution of about
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0.6 mm (maximum in July); however, the error bars on both estimates are still rather
large. The estimated atmospheric water storage agrees well with observations, but has the
smallest contribution to the seasonal water storage cycle.




























(continental + atmospheric storage)*−1
residual
Figure 2.2: a): seasonal sea level contribution from atmospheric water vapor (green), soil mois-
ture (blue), snow (red), and steric sea level (black). b): sum of seasonal atmospheric and
continental terms (red), eustatic sea level (black), and difference between them (residual,
blue). In a) and b), bars indicate the monthly standard deviation. Units: mm of equiv. sea
level.
As explained in Sec. 2.2.1, not all continental water storage terms necessary to close the
water storage budget are available as model output. We have to estimate the missing term
a posteriori from the difference of oceanic storage minus continental (soil moisture and
snow) and atmospheric storage (Fig. 2.2b). This ’runoff residual’ has a maximum sea level
contribution of about 2.5 mm in May, indicating that during this time, more precipitation
enters runoff directly without being stored in the soil or as snow. Note that total runoff
and the ’runoff residual’ are correlated with 0.72 (not shown).
The seasonal signal of steric sea level is representative of the seasonal cycle of ocean
heat content, which is basically confined to the upper thermocline. Based on WOA04
observations, Gleckler et al. (2006) report a maximum of 4.5 × 1022J in April, and a
minimum of−3.9×1022J in September. ECHAM5/MPI-OM simulates too small a seasonal
cycle of ocean heat uptake and release, which thus also causes the seasonal steric sea level
to be underestimated, as described above. This behavior of ECHAM5/MPI-OM appears
to be a typical shortcoming of numerical models, which tend to have too little seasonal to
decadal ocean variability in terms of ocean heat storage (Gregory et al., 2004).
The total seasonal sea level signal in our simulation as the sum of steric and eustatic
contributions is +7.0 mm in October, and -7.9 mm in April. This is larger than what
is observed. Since the steric and eustatic sea level are about 180◦ out of phase, errors
in the estimated steric (underestimated, +1 month lag) and eustatic (slightly too large)
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Reservoir / Sea level term σ [mm] Min [mm] Max [mm] T0 in months Neff
Non-Steric sea level 2.4 -8.6 5.9 62 39
Atm. water vapor 0.7 -1.7 2.3 56 43
Soil moisture 2.0 -4.6 8.1 63 37
Snow 0.2 -1.2 0.8 23 103
Runoff residual 0.9 -2.6 3.3 45 53
Wet atm. loading 0.5 -1.7 1.4 57 42
Dry atm. loading 1.2 -3.7 3.9 16 148
Steric sea level (hp-filtered) 1.8 -5.6 4.1 78 31
Total sea level (hp-filtered) 3.0 -13.3 6.6 60 40
Table 2.2: Standard deviation, minimum/maximum non-seasonal values in units of mm of equiv-
alent sea level, memory time scale T0, and effective number of independent observations Neff
computed from Eq. 2.15 of monthly anomalies for individual water storage reservoirs, wet
and dry atmospheric ocean loading, and steric sea level. A five-month running mean has
been applied to all data.
seasonal signal add up. However, it has to be kept in mind that averaging periods used to
derive the seasonal signal from observations are shorter than in our simulations; further,
observations are not fully global, and the observed values are sensitive to the extrapolation
and mapping methods applied (Gregory et al., 2004; Lombard et al., 2006).
2.3.2 Regression of Non-Seasonal Water Storage, Sea Level and Atmospheric
Loading on ENSO
In this section, we subtract the seasonal cycle and explore whether non-seasonal sea level
and integrated water storage anomalies in any one of the reservoirs - atmosphere, ocean or
continents - are correlated with ENSO. As pointed out in the introduction, it appears not
to be clear from observations whether eustatic sea level varies with ENSO and if so, how
such a eustatic ocean signal would be balanced. In order to facilitate comparison between
the reservoirs, the water storage anomalies are integrated over each area, and scaled into
equivalent meters of sea level height by dividing with the global sea surface area. The
climatological monthly mean for each reservoir has been subtracted (Fig. 2.2; Sec. 2.2).
In terms of overall monthly anomalies, eustatic sea level and soil moisture have the
largest amplitude range, and also the largest temporal variability (Tab. 2.2; Fig. 2.3 a and
c). These two terms are correlated with c = −0.88, indicating that the largest fraction of
non-seasonal water storage anomalies is balanced between these two reservoirs. Snow and
atmospheric water vapor anomalies contribute considerably less to eustatic sea level (Fig.
2.3 b and d). In order to better understand their temporal behavior, we also compute the
power spectral density of the monthly water storage anomalies for each reservoir using
Thompson’s multitaper method (Thompson, 1982). Most energy of monthly eustatic sea
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level anomalies resides in 10-30 year band, with relatively little energy at ENSO relevant
periods around 3-8 years (Fig. 2.3 a). Monthly soil moisture anomalies are characterized by
somewhat higher frequencies in the band of 3-15 years (Fig. 2.3 c), and monthly anomalies
of snow storage feature even more high frequency variability in the range of 2 to 10 years
(Fig. 2.3 d). Atmospheric water vapor storage has a prominent spectral peak in the ENSO-
relevant frequency band of 3-8 years, but considerable energy also resides at longer periods
around 20 years (Fig. 2.3 b). Similar to the calculation of the seasonal cycle, we need to
account for the ’runoff residual’ to close the mass budget of the monthly anomalies (see Sec.
2.3.1). The monthly anomalies of this term are generally small, with larger amplitudes
occurring concurrently with strong changes in soil moisture and snow storage (Fig. 2.3
e). Correcting the sum of soil moisture and snow storage with the ’runoff residual’ does
not alter the amplitude and phasing of the total continental storage significantly: the
corrected continental storage term (soil moisture + snow storage - ’runoff residual’) is
correlated with the uncorrected continental storage term (soil moisture + snow storage)
with c=0.92 (not shown). Note also that most variability in the ’runoff residual’ is for
frequencies of 10 years and longer (Fig. 2.3 e), indicating that its influence in terms of
ENSO related continental storage variability is relatively minor.
For all storage terms in Fig. 2.3, we perform the linear regression on the Nino3 index
(normalized by its standard deviation) for lags up to ±60 months; the effective number of
independent observations was calculated from Eq. 2.15 and is given in Tab. 2.2, together
with the corresponding memory time scale as detailed in Sec. 2.2.4. From the total of 2400
monthly anomalies, only between 31 to 148 are actually independent. These estimates are
rather conservative, making the significance test quite stringent, but it prevents incorrect
rejections of the null hypothesis that there is no regression relation between the storage
terms and ENSO. Non-steric sea level has no significant regression on Nino3 (Fig. 2.4 a),
and the explained variance of the signal is below 6% at all lags (Fig. 2.4 b). As already
indicated by its spectrum, the atmospheric water storage is significantly related to Nino3:
lagging Nino3 by three months, the regression yields 0.6 mm/σ(Nino3), with an explained
variance of almost 80%. At a lead of -15 months, atmospheric water storage is also
significantly correlated with Nino3, but the explained variance drops to 15% (Fig. 2.4 c
and d). Of the continental storage terms, soil moisture has a significant regression on Nino3
with about -0.85 mm/σ(Nino3) lagging Nino3 by five months, but snow storage does not
have a significant regression at any lag (Fig. 2.4 e-h). Correcting the continental storage
with the ’runoff residual’ (Fig. 2.3 e) does not change these numbers significantly (Fig.
2.4 i-j): soil moisture is the only effective continental storage reservoir in terms of ENSO
variability such that there is less water stored on land (positive sea level contribution)
lagging El Nin˜o by five months. Note, however, that while the regression coefficient for
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continental water storage increases slightly to almost -1 mm/σ(Nino3) when the ’runoff’
correction is applied, the explained variance of the monthly continental water storage
anomalies drops from an already low 18% to about 15%. Thus, although eustatic sea level
and soil moisture are the major storage reservoirs for the monthly anomalies, we conclude
from Fig. 2.4 that non-seasonal water distribution between the two is not strongly coupled
with ENSO. The results of the regression analysis can be nicely illustrated in a single plot
(Fig. 2.5): since hydrologic water exchange is mainly balanced between soil moisture and
eustatic sea level, storage anomalies in the two reservoirs project on each other with a
slope of nearly minus one. However, El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events (marked by the red and
blue colors, respectively, in Fig. 2.5) do not separate along the regression line, but instead
above and below, demonstrating that the atmospheric water storage as the remaining
reservoir is tightly coupled to ENSO.
So far, we have considered the eustatic sea level signal and its balance. The total sea level
response is likewise influenced by steric sea level anomalies, while ocean bottom pressure is
influenced by global mean atmospheric loading anomalies over the oceans (see Sec. 2.2.1).
Splitting the atmospheric ocean loading signal into its wet and dry parts, we find that the
amplitudes of monthly anomalies of the dry signal can be about a factor 2 larger than
the wet signal, and the dry signal contains considerably more high frequency variability
compared to the wet signal (Tab. 2.2 and Fig. 2.7 a,d). Since the wet atmospheric
ocean loading is simply the atmospheric water vapor integrated over the oceans, it is not
surprising that the regression of this signal on Nino3 looks very similar to that of the total
atmospheric water vapor content on Nino3 (Fig. 2.6 b). The explained variance increases to
over 80%, so we can conclude that most of the atmospheric water vapor storage anomalies
related to ENSO variability is located over the oceans, increasing ocean bottom pressure
in a globally uniform way under the inverted barometer assumption. We will revisit this
point in the discussion of the degree-two geopotential signals in Sec. 2.3.4. Thus, in terms
of the total atmospheric ocean loading response (wet plus dry signal), the dry atmospheric
ocean loading dominates and destroys much of the clear wet atmospheric ocean loading
signal (Fig. 2.7b). There is still a significant regression of the full atmospheric loading on
Nino3 at lags of ± 10 months, but the explained variance is only 10% (Fig. 2.7c).
Steric sea level changes have no global mean bottom pressure signal, but are a good
proxy for ocean heat content, as the two are related through the equation of state. An
altimeter measures the combined eustatic and steric contributions, so the relative size of
each anomaly is important for the interpretation of the total signal. We have computed
the steric anomalies here from the fully time-dependent density changes, as opposed to
a climatological background salinity distribution (as is often done in observations due to
sparse salinity measurements). At constant ocean mass, global mean salinity is also con-
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stant, but since the equation of state is non-linear, the steric sea level could be influenced
by redistribution of salt within the ocean. However, such effects are very small, so the
global mean steric signal is almost entirely of thermosteric nature. In the present simula-
tion, the correlation between monthly anomalies of ocean heat content and steric sea level
is 0.95, the remaining 10% of unexplained variance between the two quantities thus being
due to non-linear effects in the density of sea water.
The simulated non-seasonal steric sea level and heat content have considerable variability
at periods of 20-25 years and longer (not shown), which is not related to ENSO. We
remove this longer-period variability with a high-pass filter (cut-off frequency 25 yr−1).
The regression of the filtered global mean ocean heat content on Nino3 then shows a
significant signal of about 2.9×1021 J/σ(Nino3) leading Nino3 by four months (Fig. 2.8 a,
d); steric sea level has a maximum of about 0.7 mm/σ(Nino3) leading Nino3 by one month,
with an explained variance of nearly 40% (Fig. 2.8 b, e; for the unfiltered anomalies, the
value drops below 8%). The oscillatory behavior of the Nino3 SST anomalies is reflected
in a damped, mirrored regression signal about 20 months after the main ENSO signal.
The fact that the heat content regression leads the steric sea level regression by about 4
months could be due to the non-linearity on the equation of state. However, the relative
lag difference is within individual regression error bars, making this inference somewhat
uncertain. The regression of the combined sea level signal (sum of non-seasonal eustatic
and steric contribution) on Nino3 yields a significant maximum response of about 1 mm/σ
at 0 lag. However, the variance explained with ENSO of the combined sea level anomalies
drops to 16% (Fig. 2.8 c, f).
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Figure 2.3: Left panel: Non-seasonal monthly anomalies of eustatic sea level, atm. water content,
soil moisture, snow, and ’runoff residual’ (see text for discussion of this term); Units: mm
of equiv. sea level height. Right panel: corresponding power spectral density of the time series
on the left; frequency is given in years−1.
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Figure 2.4: Lagged regression coefficients (left panels) and explained variance (right panels) of
eustatic sea level, atm. water vapor, soil moisture, snow and corrected continental storage
(soil moisture + snow + ’runoff ’residual’) on the Nin˜o3 index. Solid red lines indicate
that the regression coefficient is significant at the 95% level; the formal uncertainty of the
regression coefficient is indicated by the shading.
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Figure 2.5: Scatter plot of non-seasonal eustatic sea level vs. sea-level-equivalent soil moisture;
five-month running mean applied. Blue colors indicate cold La Nin˜a phases, and red colors
warm El Nin˜o phases (see also Fig. 2.1).



















































Figure 2.6: Non-seasonal wet atmospheric loading signal over the oceans (sea level equiv. height);
a) monthly non-seasonal anomalies; b) lagged regression on Nin˜o3; c) explained variance of
the regression; d) power spectrum.
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Figure 2.7: Non-seasonal full (wet+dry) atmospheric loading signal over the oceans (sea level
equiv. height); a) monthly non-seasonal anomalies; b) lagged regression on Nin˜o3; c) ex-
plained variance of the regression; d) power spectrum.
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Figure 2.8: Non-seasonal ocean heat content, steric sea level and total sea level (eustatic + steric)
regressed on Nino3 for different lags. The red line indicates where the regression is significant
above the 95% level.
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2.3.3 Regression of Non-Seasonal Global Loading Patterns on ENSO
So far, we have considered the integrated water storage anomalies of the individual reser-
voirs. This analysis yields information about eustatic global mean sea level (and thus
ocean mass load) variability, but it does not resolve the local storage and loading anoma-
lies. Also, dynamic ocean mass redistribution needs to be taken into account for the local
ocean bottom pressure signal. In the following, we analyze the geographic pattern of sea
level, water storage and bottom pressure anomalies, because the geographic location is
essential for the computation of Stokes coefficients (Eq. 2.10).
Sea Level and Dynamic Ocean Bottom Pressure
While the eustatic sea level anomalies represent a uniform ocean bottom pressure anomaly,
dynamic ocean mass redistribution leads to locally distinct bottom pressure signals. We
start with analyzing the ENSO-related sea surface height anomalies, and estimate the
dynamic bottom pressure anomalies from Eq. 2.7 (not including η′a and η′Q). The sea
surface height signal related to ENSO is well established (Nerem et al., 1999): during
El Nin˜o, sea level rises in the eastern and central Pacific Ocean, and falls in the western
Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2.9 a). Since altimetric sea surface height is well correlated with
heat content in the tropical Pacific Ocean region (Willis et al., 2004); this pattern mainly
reflects the deepening and shoaling of the thermocline in the eastern/central and western
Pacific Ocean, respectively. Accordingly, the simulated sea level signal is almost entirely
explained by thermosteric anomalies (Fig. 2.9 c); halosteric anomalies, on the other hand,
contribute very little to the sea surface height (Fig. 2.9 d). Only the western tropical
Pacific Ocean features a noticeable halosteric anomaly of 2 mm/σ(Nino3), but this is still
a factor 3 less than the corresponding thermosteric anomaly in this region.
Subtracting the steric from the dynamic sea level signal yields dynamic ocean bottom
pressure. The largest bottom pressure signals appear on the shallow shelf areas (Fig.
2.9 e; we focus on the pattern lagging Nino3 by 4 months, because this is the dominant
large-scale signal). On the Sunda shelf and on the shelves along the Australian north
coast, bottom pressure changes are in opposite phase to ENSO with regressions up to -50
mm/σ(Nino3); on the Bering Sea shelf, bottom pressure changes are in-phase with ENSO,
with a maximum amplitude of 20 mm/σ(Nino3). In the northwest Pacific Ocean basin we
detect a small negative bottom pressure signal. This region is associated with relatively
high bottom pressure variability, which resides largely in the semiannual period-band
(Condi and Wunsch, 2004). Prominent signals are also visible northwest of Drake passage
and southwest of Australia. While these regions are associated with large seasonal bottom
pressure variability of 20 mm (RMS) (Condi and Wunsch, 2004), a smaller fraction of this
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signal could arise from ENSO variability. From Figs. 2.9 a and e we can also conclude
that ocean variability related to ENSO is mainly of baroclinic as opposed to barotropic
nature, since there is little correspondence between the regression signals in sea level and
dynamic bottom pressure.
An intriguing aspect of Fig. 2.9 e is the large scale pattern of positive bottom pressure
anomalies in the Pacific Ocean, and negative anomalies in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
It appears that the mass balance between these ocean basins is influenced by ENSO,
although the amplitude of this large scale bottom pressure pattern is generally very small,
with a maximum of only 2 mm. In their estimate of the ocean’s seasonally varying geoid
contribution, Wahr et al. (1998) found a qualitatively similar large scale pattern. The
associated necessary mass transport between the basins is very small (about 4 orders
of magnitude less than the typical Drake Passage transport (Wahr et al., 1998)). Our
result here suggests that at least part of this inter-basin mass transfer is related to ENSO
processes (or, more generally, related to tropical Pacific Ocean variability).
Except for the tropical Pacific Ocean and the Sunda and north Australian shelves,
most of the large scale bottom pressure regression signals explain less than 5% of the
non-seasonal bottom pressure variance. Along the tropical Pacific Ocean, the explained
variance increases up to 30%, but the bottom pressure signals are very small at 0-4
mm/σ(Nino3); on the Sunda and north Australian shelves, the explained variance increases
up to 55-60%, and the bottom pressure signals reach amplitudes of 40-50 mm/σ(Nino3).
In previous work, we have shown that steric sea level changes arising from deeper ocean
layers involve a horizontal mass redistribution within the ocean, and can thus contribute to
regional mass load (and thus geoid) changes, contrary to what is sometimes stated (Lan-
derer et al., 2007b). In particular, this mechanism can account for the high amplitude







Figure 2.9: Regression (mm / σ[Nino3]) on the Nino3 index of (a) non-seasonal dynamic sea
level (lag=0), and (b) explained variance (in percent); Regression on the Nino3 index of
non-seasonal (c) thermosteric and (d) halosteric sea level; Regression of non-seasonal (e)





As described in Sec. 2.2.1, atmospheric pressure variations over the oceans cause a spatially
uniform mass load anomaly at the ocean bottom, and degree-two geopotential signals from
this part of atmospheric variability can be accounted for with Eq. 2.14. The general pattern
of the atmospheric surface pressure variations associated with ENSO is well established
(e.g., Trenberth and Caron, 2000): during El Nin˜o episodes, lower than normal pressure
is observed over the eastern tropical Pacific and higher than normal pressure is found over
Indonesia and northern Australia. During La Nin˜a episodes, the pattern reverses: lower
than normal air pressure covers Indonesia and the western tropical Pacific and higher than
normal air pressure covers the eastern tropical Pacific. This pressure pattern is associated
with the anomalous wind pattern described above, and ECHAM5/MPI-OM reproduces it
well (Fig. 2.10 a, b). The dipole in the Southern Ocean and the negative anomaly in the
northwest Pacific Ocean have large regression amplitudes, but the explained variance in
these regions is below 5%.
As the integrated water vapor content was shown to be tightly coupled to ENSO, we
estimate its contribution to the total surface pressure separately. The anomaly ENSO-
related pattern of this wet atmospheric pressure closely resembles the shifts of precipitation
patterns observed during El Nin˜o: positive anomalies in the eastern and central Pacific
Ocean, and negative anomalies in the western part and over Indonesia and Australia (Fig.
2.10 c). In the central tropical Pacific Ocean, the regression of vertically integrated water
vapor reaches values up to 8 mm/σ(Nino3), with explained variance over 60% (Fig. 2.10
d). Negative regression values over Indonesia and Australia are generally smaller, and
explained variances are below 5%. Over the central and eastern part of he tropical Pacific
Ocean, the wet atmospheric pressure anomalies partly compensate the dry atmospheric
pressure anomalies. However the general pattern and sign of the anomalous dry surface
pressure pattern is not changed (e.g. the correlation between the pressure-based dry SOI
and dry+wet SOI 0.87).
Continental Water Storage
In contrast to the pattern of atmospheric surface pressure, the large-scale pattern of conti-
nental water storage anomalies due to ENSO is less well established. Recent gravity-based
measurements from GRACE are yet too short to give the full range of non-seasonal stor-
age variability, but estimates of the seasonal water storage amplitude, e.g. in the Amazon
basin, give values close to 400 mm water equivalent height (Schmidt et al., 2006). Here,
we find that local continental water storage shows a large scale response of ENSO-related





Figure 2.10: Regression (mm / σ[Nino3]) on the Nino3 index of (a) non-seasonal atmospheric
surface pressure anomalies (lag=0), and (b) explained variance (in percent); Regression on
the Nino3 index of non-seasonal (c) wet atmospheric surface pressure anomalies (lag=0),
and (d) explained variance (in percent).
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lated variability can substantially influence the climatological seasonal signal. The Amazon
Basin, south-east Asia and parts of Africa have less soil water in phase with Nino3, while
North America, south-eastern Europe, south-eastern South America and parts of western
Africa have more soil water in phase with Nino3 (Fig. 2.11). This large scale pattern
is roughly consistent with the typical precipitation anomalies expected during the warm
and cold ENSO phases. The explained variance of the monthly soil moisture anomalies
for these regions is between 10-20%, in parts of the Amazon basin the explained variance
reaches up to 30-35%. Unlike soil moisture, the water equivalent snow depth anomaly pat-
tern associated with ENSO is much more geographically confined (not shown). A small
dependence of snow depth on ENSO with amplitudes of up to 0.03 m/σ(Nino3) between
0 and +3 months lag is detected in the western Canadian Coast Mountains (negative
correlation with ENSO), and in the Himalaya (positive correlation with ENSO); however,
the explained variance is always smaller than 10%, indicating that the largest part of the
variability is driven by other processes. Note again that snow variability over the Antarctic
and Greenland ice sheets is not included here. In principle we also have to account for the
pattern of the ’residual runoff’ term that was discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. Although we only
know its globally integrated value, we can make some inference about its geographical
distribution because it is related to the runoff field, but its grid point storage anomalies
should be much smaller than those of the total runoff field. We find that the regression of
the total runoff field on Nino3 leads to very small regression coefficients (largely well below
2 mm/σ(Nino3)), and the explained variance is negligible at less than 2-3% in most areas.
It follows that the ’residual runoff’ does not contribute significantly to ENSO-related local






Figure 2.11: a): Regression of non-seasonal soil moisture anomalies on the Nino3 index (Nino3
leading by 4 months; units: mm / σ[Nino3]); b): explained variance.
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Source σ(C21 × 10−11) σ(S21 × 10−11) σ(C20 × 10−11)
Total signal 1.53 2.66 3.80
Dyn. oc. bottom pres. 0.86 1.42 1.61
Atm. surface pressure 0.68 0.92 2.26
Continental storage 1.21 1.53 1.60
Non-Steric Sea Level 0.11 0.18 0.17
Wet oc. IB loading 0.03 0.04 0.04
Dry oc. IB loading 0.06 0.09 0.09
Combined uniform terms 0.12 0.19 0.18
Table 2.3: Standard deviation (σ) of the non-seasonal degree-two Stokes coefficients from the
combined, individual mass load, and uniform sea level terms (five-month running mean ap-
plied).
2.3.4 Regression of Degree-two Stokes Coefficients on ENSO
We now consider the implications for the degree-two Stokes coefficients based on the
individual water storage and mass redistribution signals described in the previous sections
(except for the ’residual runoff’ term, as its local grid point amplitudes of water storage
are negligible).
As in the previous sections, all time series have been smoothed with a five-month running
mean before projecting them on the Nino3 index. The non-seasonal root-mean square
variability of the degree-two anomalies (separate contributions from all relevant terms and
combined signal) is summarized in Table 2.3. The coefficients S21 and C20 feature larger
variability than C21 (Fig. 2.12 and Tab. 2.3). While for C20 the largest contribution comes
from atmospheric loading, S21 and C21 are mainly influenced by continental water storage,
closely followed by dynamic ocean bottom pressure fluctuations. Similar amplitudes of
non-seasonal degree-two Stokes coefficients are found by Chen (2005); the amplitudes of
degree-two Stokes variations in our simulation at the seasonal time scale is similar to that
reported by Chen and Wilson (2003) (not shown). The uniform eustatic and atmospheric
ocean loading signals (Fig. 2.7) have a comparatively small contribution to the degree-two
Stokes anomalies (Tab. 2.3). Since the total atmospheric signal is much larger than that
due to atmospheric loading over the oceans, we conclude that most of the RMS variability
of the total atmospheric degree-two Stokes signal is excited over land. Also, there is only
minor compensation between the wet atmospheric ocean loading signal and eustatic sea
level, because the larger fraction of the eustatic sea level anomaly is balanced with the
continental storage (see Fig. 2.5). For the combined signal with all individual contributions
taken into account, the single largest monthly degree-two anomalies are positive, but they
do not occur concurrently in the different degree-two coefficients (Fig. 2.12). For the two
strongest ENSO events in months 1650 and 2200 (see Fig. 2.1), there appears to be a
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coherent response in S21 and C20, but less so in C21. In the following, we use the lagged
regression analysis to project the continental, atmospheric and oceanic, as well as the total
degree-two coefficients on the Nino3 index (Fig 2.13) to asses the individual contribution,
as well as the total ENSO response.
Regression of C21. For the combined C21 signal, the nominally largest contribution
comes from soil moisture, but at no lag is the regression coefficient significant above
the 95% level (Fig. 2.13 a). The contribution from atmospheric loading, ocean bottom
pressure, and snow are about 180◦ out of phase compared to soil moisture, and they
are all significant above the 95% level near zero lag. Thus, the ENSO signal in the full
C21 coefficient is weak and not significant (Fig. 2.13 d), because the soil moisture signal
destroys much of the robust signals from the other sources. Thus, the maximum explained
variance for non-seasonal C21 anomalies in terms of ENSO variability is extremely low at
about 2% (Fig. 2.13 g).
Regression of S21. For the combined S21 signal, the largest contribution comes from
dynamic ocean bottom pressure (Fig. 2.13 b), and this signal is significant above the 95%
level for lags between -5 to +12 months. The soil moisture signal is slightly smaller, lags
the ocean bottom pressure signal by about 5 months, and is significant only between lags
of +4 to +10 months (Fig. 2.13 b, blue line). Atmospheric loading and snow storage are
also significant, but only play a secondary role. Since the individual contributions are
largely in phase near zero lag, the regression of the full S21 coefficient is much more robust
than that of C21 (Fig. 2.13 e). The maximum regression of 1.5×10−11/σ(Nino3) is reached
at a lag of +4 months, with an explained variance of about 30% (Fig. 2.13 h). Note also
that except for two months, all months where the Nin˜o3 index is larger than two have a
positive S21 anomaly at this lag (not shown).
Regression of C20. For the combined C20 signal, the largest contribution comes from
soil moisture, with a significant regression between lags of -2 to +13 months. The at-
mospheric loading contribution is about half that of soil moisture, and the signals are
about 90◦ out of phase to each other (Fig. 2.13 c), so that overlapping significant lags
are confined to near zero lag. Note that atmospheric loading has the largest contribution
to non-seasonal variability in C20 (Tab. 2.3), but apparently much of it is not related
to ENSO. Dynamic ocean bottom pressure and snow storage only contribute little to
the total C20 signal (Fig. 2.13 c). Thus, the total C20 signal is largely determined by
the amplitude and phase of the soil moisture anomalies, with a maximum regression of
1.3 × 10−11/σ(Nino3) lagging the Nino3 index by 2 months (Fig. 2.13 f). However, the
variance explained with ENSO of the C20 anomalies is relatively low at about 11% (Fig.
2.13 i).
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Figure 2.12: Stokes coefficients: non-seasonal monthly anomalies (five-month running mean
applied), with all storage terms included.
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Figure 2.13: Regression on Nino3 of the individual loading contributions to the non-seasonal
Stokes coefficients, of the total Stokes coefficients, and variance explained (in percent) with
ENSO of the non-seasonal Stokes coefficients: C21 (left row: a, d, g), S21 (middle row: b, e,
h) and C20 (right row: c, f, i). The legend in a) applies to b) and c) as well; dynamic ocean
bottom pressure does not include eustatic sea level. In d-f, the red line indicates significant
a regression relationship at the 95% level.
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2.4 Discussion
In Sec. 2.3.1, we have demonstrated that an unconstrained coupled climate model without
flux adjustments can faithfully represent the seasonal cycling of water between the oceans,
atmosphere and continents. This is an important result in its own right, since a realistic
seasonal representation is a prerequisite for any assessments of deviations thereof. In the
remainder of this paper, we focused on deviations from the monthly climatological mean
of steric sea level, eustatic level and the corresponding atmospheric and continental mass
balance terms, focusing on ENSO related variability in the global mean of these signals,
as well as their spatial distribution.
Integrated over the entire Earth, the atmosphere in ECHAM5 holds about 0.54±0.01
mm/σ(Nino3) more water (in equivalent sea level height), lagging the Nino3 index by +3
months. The increase of global mean atmospheric temperature with ENSO comes mainly
from ocean heat loss to the atmosphere through evaporation, where subsequent increased
condensation then leads to latent heat release and warming (Trenberth et al., 2002, 2005).
The larger fraction of this column-integrated atmospheric water vapor anomaly resides
over the tropical Pacific Ocean. Note that in our simulation, the regression of atmospheric
water vapor on ENSO holds equally well for cold events (La Nin˜a).
Intuitively, one might think that the positive atmospheric water storage would be bal-
anced with negative eustatic sea level, as the water must evaporate from the oceans.
However, our results lead to a different conclusion. We do not find a significant relation-
ship between eustatic sea level and the Nino3 index. Instead, we find that the increased
atmospheric storage is mostly balanced by continental water storage, which decreases ac-
cordingly at a lag of +3 months, leaving little room for a significant ENSO related eustatic
sea level anomaly. However, ENSO effects explain only about 15% of the variance in con-
tinental water storage anomalies, either because water storage response to ENSO is not
linear, or because other processes than ENSO have a considerable influence. Regardless
of the ENSO state, the total atmospheric storage capacity is very limited through the
dependence on temperature, while monthly anomalies of eustatic sea level and continental
storage can have a much wider range of variability. Therefore, in the absence of other
major sinks, eustatic sea level anomalies are almost entirely balanced by soil moisture
changes, and the role of the atmosphere is that of a mediator between these two reser-
voirs. Figures 2.4 a and c represent the regression of time-integrated precipitation minus
evaporation over the oceans and continents on Nino3, respectively. Based on this infor-
mation, we can infer from Figs. 2.4 a and c that there is a general weak tendency during
El Nin˜o for reduced precipitation over the continents, and increased precipitation over the
ocean which is largely balanced by increased evaporation over the ocean so that eustatic
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sea level remains unchanged with ENSO on average.
However, some large ENSO events in our simulation appear to be associated with strong
eustatic sea level and opposing continental storage signals: for example, the three largest
ENSO events (months 1650, 1800 and 2190 in Fig. 2.1) have large anomalies in both eu-
static level and soil moisture. Upon closer examination, the signals appear to be more
related to cold La Nin˜a phases following strong El Nin˜os. For other periods, the distribu-
tion between soil moisture storage and eustatic sea level is not consistent with ENSO (Fig.
2.5). Global mean precipitation and evaporation anomalies in our simulation are highly
correlated with ENSO, with 59% of the non-seasonal monthly variance explained by the
Nino3 index (not shown). ENSO as an atmospheric mode can have a profound impact on
the large scale precipitation patterns (Trenberth et al., 2002), but apparently this impact
is not robust with respect to the geographical location over land or over ocean. Thus, we
suggest that ENSO-related eustatic sea level anomalies can be of considerable size (5-7
mm over less than 3 years), but of either sign, or the partitioning of precipitation anoma-
lies can be such that there is no considerable eustatic sea level at all. For steric sea level
anomalies, we find a positive, albeit weak regression on ENSO of about 0.9 mm/σNino3,
which is consistent with Willis et al. (2004) to within their and our uncertainties. Steric
sea level anomalies also correlate positively in phase with atmospheric water vapor anoma-
lies at about 0.29 in our simulation, which gives at least some weak support to the idea
that increasing atmospheric water vapor decreases outgoing longwave radiation, and hence
increases steric sea level with ENSO (Nerem et al., 1999). The contemporary rate of sea
level rise is 3.1 ± 0.7 mm/yr determined from satellite altimetry (Solomon et al., 2007).
Since our results suggest that ENSO related variability of eustatic sea level changes can
be substantial, but of either sign, it appears there is no ’typical’ ENSO response of global
mean sea level. Removal of ENSO related sea level signals requires truly global measure-
ments of all Earth system components, if one wishes to separate ENSO related signals
from other, possibly anthropogenic, forcings on time scales of 3-8 years.
Another point to note is the relationship between eustatic and steric sea level, and
continental water storage. Based on hydrological model simulations (forced with NCEP
atmospheric reanalysis data) and global ocean temperature measurements, Ngo-Duc et al.
(2005) reported a clear negative correlation (c=-0.84) between steric sea level and the land
water contribution at decadal/interdecadal time scales based on 50 years of observational
and model data. They explained this negative correlation with rising ocean temperatures
leading to increased evaporation, and hence more precipitation over the oceans and land,
constituting a negative feedback between steric and eustatic sea level. However, based
on 200 years of monthly data from our simulation, we find only a very weak negative
correlation of -0.15 between 5-month running mean anomalies of steric sea level and land
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water storage, and no correlation based on 5-year averages.
In terms of time-variable gravity, our results show significant regressions of the S21
and C20, but not the C21 coefficient on ENSO. In particular, we find that dynamic ocean
bottom pressure and continental soil moisture storage are the most important contributors
to ENSO-related anomalies in S21. For C20, we find anomalies in continental soil moisture
storage to be the main contributor lagging Nino3 by seven months, followed by atmospheric
surface pressure. Using a mixture of observations and independent model results, Cheng
and Tapley (2004) also highlighted the importance of soil moisture anomalies for C20
qualitatively, but we can now quantify this contribution. In their attempt to trace back
the origin of the observed 1997/1998 J2(= −
√
5C20) anomaly, Dickey et al. (2002) found a
large contribution from dynamic ocean bottom pressure changes using the ECCO model.
From our analysis we conclude that dynamic ocean bottom pressure changes can lead to
non-seasonal C20 anomalies similar to those given by Dickey et al. (2002), but they do not
appear to be significantly related to ENSO. This can, of course, also be a shortcoming of
the ECHAM5/MPI-OM model. Recently, Song and Zlotnicki (2007) found signals in ocean
bottom pressure in the high-latitude North Pacific in GRACE observations during 2003-
04 and model simulations from years 1948-2004, and both observations and simulations
appear to be well correlated to ENSO. Qualitatively, the pattern looks similar to the one
we report here for this region (Fig. 2.9), but the explained variance of our signal is below
5%. Cox and Chao (2002) speculated that changes of the thermohaline circulation and
structure, e.g. possibly related to high latitude sea ice melting, could cause dynamic ocean
mass redistributions, which indirectly lead to J2 anomalies, such as during 1997/1998.
However, our results do not show significant bottom pressure anomalies in the Northern
Atlantic or Arctic Ocean associated with ENSO; if such an ocean signal was the source of
the observed 97/98 anomaly, it would thus most likely have no relation to ENSO. While
some similarities in patterns of ocean bottom pressure anomalies are emerging in different
models, more research is needed to assess their significance and dynamic link to large scale
climate variability, such as ENSO.
We emphasize that it is the geographical pattern of water storage and mass load anoma-
lies that matters for the degree-two Stokes signal, not so much the sign of the individual
integrated water reservoir anomalies. Also, as the individual reservoir and mass load con-
tributions can be considerably out of phase, it is very important to include all of them in
the analysis when comparing model results to observations.
2.5 Summary
We conclude this paper with a summary of our main results:
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• A state of-the-art, fully coupled climate model with no flux-adjustments is now ca-
pable of simulating the seasonal water storage cycle between the oceans, atmosphere
and continents. This is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the analysis
of deviations from the seasonal cycle.
• The lagged regression analysis with the monthly anomalies of the individual hydro-
logical storage reservoirs shows that in phase with ENSO, the atmospheric water
vapor content increases, and the total global soil water storage anomaly is negative.
Both signals are significant at the 95% level. The Nino3 index explains about 67% of
the total atmospheric water vapor content. Snow storage is not significantly related
to ENSO variability (not including Antarctic or Greenland ice sheets).
• The lagged regression analysis also shows that global eustatic sea level is not signif-
icantly related to ENSO variability at the 95% level.The global mean atmospheric
loading over the oceans, which is equivalent to a uniform ocean bottom pressure
signal, can have considerable amplitudes, but is not significantly related to ENSO
variability either.
• Since eustatic sea level does not reflect the atmospheric water storage increase, the
balance must be closed by reduced continental storage, mainly from soil moisture.
This mechanism implies net precipitation and evaporation increase over the oceans,
less precipitation over the continents, and consequently reduced continental runoff
into the oceans in phase with Nino3.
• Steric sea level increases in phase with Nino3 by about 0.7 mm/σ(Nino3), but since
the model underestimates seasonal ocean heat uptake, this value could also be too
conservative. Total sea level variability related to ENSO is dominated by steric
sea level, but can have a significant eustatic contribution. Thus, continued and
improved fully global measurements are necessary to distinguish natural variability
from anthropogenic sea level changes.
• The distribution of non-seasonal water mass load anomalies on Earth’s surface leads
to significant ENSO related changes in the S21 and C20 Stokes coefficients, but
not to a significant change in the C21 coefficient. For S21, the main contribution
comes from the anomalous distribution of dynamic ocean bottom pressure, closely
followed by soil moisture. For C20, the main contribution comes from the anomalous
pattern of soil moisture. Our results are not consistent with the attribution of the
observed 1997/1998 C20 anomaly to ocean bottom pressure anomalies as a typical
ENSO response, but instead point to the importance of continental water storage,
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especially from soil moisture. However, the regression amplitude of C20 is still too
small to explain the observed anomaly. Thus, we cannot rule out other excitation
sources such as the solid Earth or the large Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets for
the observed 1997/1998 C20 anomaly.
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3 Regional Dynamic and Steric Sea Level
Change in Response to the IPCC-A1B
Scenario
Abstract
This paper analyzes regional sea level changes in a climate change simulation using the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology coupled Atmosphere Ocean General Circulation Model ECHAM5/MPI-
OM. The climate change scenario builds on observed atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concen-
trations from 1860 to 2000, followed by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) A1B
climate change scenario until 2100; from 2100 to 2199, GHG concentrations are fixed at the 2100
level. Compared to the unperturbed control climate, global sea level rises 0.26 m by 2100, and
0.56 m by 2199 through steric expansion; eustatic changes are not included in this simulation. The
model’s sea level evolves substantially different between ocean basins. Sea level rise is strongest
in the Arctic Ocean due to enhanced fresh water input from precipitation and continental run-off,
and weakest in the Southern Ocean due to compensation of steric changes through dynamic sea
surface height (SSH) adjustments. In the North Atlantic (NA), a complex tripole SSH pattern
across the subtropical to subpolar gyre front evolves, which is consistent with a northward shift
of the NA current. On interannual to decadal timescales, the SSH difference between Bermuda
and the Labrador Sea correlates highly with the combined baroclinic gyre transport in the NA,
but only weakly with the meridional overturning circulation (MOC), and thus does not allow for
estimates of the MOC on these timescales. Bottom pressure increases over shelf areas by up to 0.45
m (water-column equivalent), and decreases over the Atlantic section in the Southern Ocean by
up to 0.20 m. The separate evaluation of thermosteric and halosteric sea level changes shows that
thermosteric anomalies are positive over most of the world ocean. Due to increased atmospheric
moisture transport from low to high latitudes, halosteric anomalies are negative in the subtropical
NA and partly compensate thermosteric anomalies, but are positive in the Arctic Ocean and add
to thermosteric anomalies. The vertical distribution of thermosteric and halosteric anomalies is
highly non-uniform between ocean basins, reaching deeper than 3000 m in the Southern Ocean,
up to 2200 m in the North Atlantic, and only to depths of 500 m in the Pacific Ocean by the end
of the 21st century.
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3.1 Introduction
The relative sea surface height (SSH) directly reflects the three-dimensional, large scale
ocean circulation. On time scales exceeding a few days and length scales larger than 50
km, theory shows that the SSH adjusts to the motions in the deep layers (Wunsch and
Stammer, 1998). From the viewpoint of classical oceanography, dynamic SSH is equal to
depth integrated specific volume anomalies (when referring to dynamic SSH, we tacitly as-
sume that the geopotential units m2 s−1 have been converted to geometric distance). The
attribute ’dynamic’ refers to the geostrophic balance between horizontal flow and SSH
gradients or, equivalently, pressure gradients, such that the flow is parallel to contours
of equal SSH (Gill, 1982). In most regions of the world ocean, the horizontal pressure
gradients do not extend to the ocean bottom; they vanish at some depth due to density
compensation, and cause an inverse correlation between SSH and pycnocline depth: a
high sea level indicates a deep pycnocline, and vice versa. SSH changes can equivalently
be interpreted in terms of the integral response to anomalies of the vertical density dis-
tribution (through temperature and salinity variations), in which case the attribute steric
is commonly applied to describe these changes. We use the term ’steric’ here strictly
as pertaining to the temperature, salinity and pressure dependent specific volume of the
ocean.
The two perspectives on sea level changes - dynamic and steric - are intimately linked:
a local change in the density distribution through temperature and salinity anomalies
will alter the horizontal pressure gradients and therefore will be balanced by geostrophic
velocity anomalies. Large scale circulation changes, on the other hand, may redistribute
characteristic water masses, and thus lead to different steric sea level changes regionally.
One of the most striking features of the present day sea surface topography is the low sea
level in the North Atlantic relative to the North Pacific (Reid, 1961; Rio and Hernandez,
2004), a result of the denser deep water formed in the North Atlantic as part of the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (MOC). If this deep water formation rate was decreased
or if the deep water formed became less dense, sea level rise in the North Atlantic region
would be expected to be stronger than the global average (Levermann et al., 2005). Since
SSH reflects the thermohaline structure and the strength of ocean gyres, it might then
be possible to use altimetric SSH observations to asses the state and transport strength
of the Atlantic MOC (Ha¨kkinen, 2001). Observations of SSH anomalies from space have
been analyzed in connection with heat content changes in the North Atlantic (Ha¨kkinen,
2001; Antonov et al., 2005), the North Atlantic Deep water (NADW) formation rate, and
the strength of the thermohaline part of the MOC (Ha¨kkinen, 2001). However, detecting
MOC changes through SSH measurements depends on the magnitudes and timescales of
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all adjustment processes that influence SSH in a climate change scenario. Mechanisms
that influence regional SSH changes have been alluded to in a number of model studies
(e.g. Mikolajewicz et al., 1990; Bryan, 1996; Knutti and Stocker, 2000; Mikolajewicz and
Voss, 2000; Gregory et al., 2001; Levermann et al., 2005), but the spatial patterns of
predicted SSH changes by various models are still inconsistent with each other (Gregory
et al., 2001). Thus, there is still considerable need to understand the physical processes
behind regional SSH changes to put model differences into perspective. In particular, it is
important to understand the connection between SSH variations and important climate
indices, such as the transport strength of the Atlantic MOC.
Variations of regional SSH caused by a redistribution of water masses and ocean circula-
tion changes have a near-zero global mean (minor variations arise only from non-linearity
in the equation of state). Global sea level rises when the absolute mass of the ocean wa-
ter is increased (eustatic sources), through variations of the global mean salinity (which
depends on eustatic sources, with the exception of melting sea ice), or when the specific
volume is modified through net heating or cooling. The ocean heat content would change
due to a planetary energy imbalance (Levitus et al., 2000). The issue of global sea level rise
has received considerable attention in the last decade (e.g. Gregory et al., 2001; Antonov
et al., 2002; Munk, 2002; Cazenave and Nerem, 2004; Antonov et al., 2005). There is,
on the other hand, still a lot of uncertainty about the causes of observed global sea level
change. This ’enigma’ (Munk, 2002) relates to the many unknowns, which introduce large
uncertainties in the calculation of a relatively small number. A rise due to ocean warming
for the period 1993-2003 has been estimated at 1.6 mm yr−1 for the upper 3000 m of the
World Ocean, whereas measurements from satellite altimetry suggest an increase of 3.1
mm yr−1 for the same period (Antonov et al., 2005), leaving a residual of 1.5 mm yr−1 to
be accounted for by non-thermosteric effects. Assuming a constant or near constant global
mean salinity, halosteric sea level changes are of second order globally, but can be very im-
portant regionally due to anomalous fresh water fluxes (Antonov et al., 2002). Interannual
to decadal variability of local and global rates of sea level change are significant (Willis
et al., 2004; White et al., 2005; Church et al., 2005) and complicate the detection of trends.
Gregory et al. (2004) have pointed out, however, that the amplitude of this variability is
possibly very sensitive to the treatment of data uncertainties in sparsely sampled regions.
The present study focuses on the analysis of simulated regional sea level changes in
response to the IPCC A1B scenario (IPCC, 2001) from two perspectives: firstly, sea
level is analyzed in terms of relative, dynamic SSH changes, and the connection of these
regional and interbasin SSH adjustments to important oceanic transport indices, such as
the MOC and the baroclinic gyre transport in the North Atlantic. Secondly, we calculate
SSH changes due to steric effects from temperature and salinity anomalies, estimating the
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influence of each property separately on a regional basis, and also with respect to the
steric contribution from each depth layer for different ocean basins. These results then
provide a reference estimate of regional thermosteric and halosteric sea level anomalies in
connection to large scale ocean circulation changes in a realistic climate change simulation.
Decadal heat storage variability through volcanic aerosol forcing (Church et al., 2005)
and the contribution of eustatic sources (glacial melting and land storage) are not taken
into account in our simulation. The simulations were performed using the fully coupled
atmosphere ocean circulation model ECHAM5/MPI-OM developed at the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 3.2, we describe the main features of the
coupled model, the mean state of the model’s SSH in comparison with observations, and
the climate scenario that was used for the perturbation simulation. Section 3.3 focuses
on the spatial patterns of sea level change, and the link of these to large scale circulation
changes, such as the reduction of the Atlantic MOC and the North Atlantic baroclinic gyre
transport. In section 3.4, we analyze steric sea level changes, and calculate the bottom
pressure anomalies and the contribution of temperature and salinity induced steric changes
separately. Conclusions are given in section 3.5.
3.2 Model description, mean state and scenario response
3.2.1 The ECHAM5/MPI-OM coupled model
Our analysis uses results from climate change simulations that are performed with the cou-
pled ECHAM5/MPI-OM atmosphere-ocean general circulation model. The ocean compo-
nent MPI-OM uses an orthogonal curvilinear grid with its North Pole shifted to Greenland
to avoid a singularity at the geographical North Pole. The vertical resolution is 40 z-levels,
20 of which are distributed over the upper 700 m; partial grid cells resolve the bottom
topography. Horizontally, the resolution gradually varies between 12 km near Greenland
and 180 km in the tropical Pacific. MPI-OM (Marsland et al., 2003) is coupled to the
ECHAM5 atmosphere model (Roeckner et al., 2003) at T63 resolution with 31 vertical
levels; no flux adjustments are applied. A dynamic/thermodynamic sea ice model with
viscous-plastic rheology is embedded in MPI-OM. More details on the ocean model formu-
lation can be found in Marsland et al. (2003) and Jungclaus et al. (2006). Here, we focus
on some main features of MPI-OM that are pertinent for the following analysis. MPI-OM
uses a prognostic free-surface formulation for the calculation of the SSH ζ. The vertically
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= Qζ(x, y) = P − E +R, (3.1)
where U and V are vertically integrated zonal and meridional flows, respectively. The forc-
ing term Qζ(x, y) represents surface freshwater flux due to precipitation (P), evaporation
(E) and river run-off (R). River discharge is calculated from the hydrological discharge
model from Hagemann and Du¨menil (1998), with the limitation that melting of land ice
is not considered, effectively excluding eustatic sources in the simulations. To close the
mass balance over glaciers, snowfall onto the glaciers is redistributed to the nearest ocean
point immediately. At time steps of one month, the prognostic SSH field is recentered
to a zero global mean. The continuity equation (3.1) implies volume conservation (Gill,
1982) in the ocean; this formulation yields correct relative horizontal SSH gradients, but a
spatially uniform time-varying correction term must be applied in order to adjust the sea
level for any net expansion or contraction through changes in the local density structure
(Greatbatch, 1994). This term is commonly referred to as the ’steric sea level effect’. More
precisely, given that Qζ is close to zero when averaged over the global oceans, and that
eustatic mass sources are excluded, the global mean salinity will be constant and any net
global volume change will be due to changes in ocean temperature only. For its central
role in the force balance of geostrophic surface flow, we will refer to the sea level pattern
relative to a zero global mean as ’dynamic SSH’.
3.2.2 Model mean state
An unperturbed control simulation is forced with preindustrial greenhouse gas concentra-
tions and serves as a reference for the calculation of changes in ocean circulation and sea
level. A detailed description of the general model behavior in terms of comparison with
observed ocean properties can be found in Jungclaus et al. (2006). Here, we focus on the
processes that control and influence the sea surface topography, both in terms of relative
SSH gradient changes, and changes of the global mean. The control simulation exhibits
a global mean sea level drift of about 0.4 mm yr−1 due to a slow warming of intermedi-
ate and deep waters (Jungclaus et al., 2006), which is mainly due to insufficient Antarctic
Bottom Water (AABW) formation with correct water mass properties in the model (Jung-
claus et al., 2006). The cold AABW cell weakens in the control simulation, thus causing
a relative warming of these waters. The ACC region, consistently, experiences a small
positive dynamic SSH drift of ≈0.15 mm yr−1. In comparison, the drift of the dynamic
SSH field in the other ocean basins is at least an order of magnitude smaller (not shown).
As we will show in section 3.3, the relative regional SSH changes due to greenhouse gas
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(GHG) forcing are 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than any control simulation drift. We
thus consider the model’s mean dynamic SSH pattern as sufficiently stable in time and










Figure 3.1: Relative sea surface height (SSH, in meters): (a) Combined Mean Dynamic Topog-
raphy CMDT-RIO03 from Rio and Hernandez (2004), and (b) mean free surface topography
from the control simulation. Both fields are adjusted to zero global mean; the contour line
interval is 0.2 m.
The Combined Mean Dynamic Topography (CMDT) data set (Fig. 3.1a), which is de-
rived from satellite altimetry, in situ measurements, and a geoid model for the averaging
period 1993-1999 (Rio and Hernandez, 2004) provides a reference for the dynamic SSH
pattern of MPI-OM. The control run of MPI-OM reproduces the main SSH features well
(Fig. 3.1b); the largest deviations between the two SSH fields occur in regions of strong
currents with high spatio-temporal variability, such as the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio and
South Atlantic subpolar gyre. The relative sea level difference between the North Atlantic
and North Pacific averaged from 40-65◦N over each ocean basin amounts to 0.78 m in
our control simulation, compared to 0.72 m in the CMDT data set over the same region.
Since barotropic (depth averaged) and baroclinic flows determine local SSH gradients,
discrepancies between our model SSH and the CMDT data set arise from insufficiently
or inaccurately resolved dynamics in MPI-OM. The North Atlantic Current follows the
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45◦N latitude band across the Atlantic in our simulations. It is thus located too far south
and too zonal in comparison to observations, an issue that is most likely linked to insuf-
ficient topographic resolution (Jungclaus et al., 2006). Furthermore, one formation site
of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) in MPI-OM is located in the southern Labrador
Sea, whereas the observed NADW formation takes place further north in the Labrador
basin. Deep convection areas are manifested in SSH maps as local minima due to the high
density; hence, observed and modeled SSH minima in the North Atlantic do not coincide
(Fig. 3.1a and b). In the southern hemisphere, the simulated mass flux of 165 Sv through
Drake Passage (Jungclaus et al., 2006) is more than observational estimates of 118-140 Sv
(e.g. Whitworth et al., 1982). The SSH gradient from the South Atlantic across the ACC is
too steep when compared to observations (Fig. 3.1a and b). This is caused by the cyclonic
Weddell Sea gyre, which appears to be too strong in MPI-OM (Jungclaus et al., 2006).
Uncertainties of observed SSH in high latitudes regions (above ≈65◦) are still relatively
large, since satellite altimetry is not available and coverage with hydrographic profiles in
the polar regions is comparatively poor (Rio and Hernandez, 2004).
The control integration yields a mean of 19.1±1.1 Sv for the simulated maximum At-
lantic MOC at 30◦N. This compares to observational estimates of 18±4 Sv (Macdonald,
1998), 18 Sv (Talley, 2003), and 15±2 Sv (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000). Maximum
global poleward heat transports in MPI-OM reach 1.8 PW near 26◦N in the Northern
Hemisphere, and -1.7 PW near 10◦S in the Southern Hemisphere. For the Atlantic basin,
the simulated heat transport of 1.15 PW at 20◦N is slightly lower than the 1.27±0.15
PW derived from inverse calculations by Ganachaud and Wunsch (2003). The simulated
sea ice extent and its seasonal variation compares favorably with observations (Jungclaus
et al., 2006).
Coupled models that do not apply any flux adjustments have deficiencies due to insuf-
ficient resolution and/or unresolved processes. In ECHAM5/MPI-OM, deep ocean drift
and a lack of Antarctic Bottom and Intermediate Water formation appear to be the most
relevant challenges for the simulation of sea level changes (Jungclaus et al., 2006). We
will show, however, that the simulated climate change signals are robust features. Within
the constraints and limitations mentioned, we are thus confident that there is a certain
amount of ’realness’ to our results.
3.2.3 Model scenario response
Our analysis is based upon a realization of an Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) scenario simulation. The coupled experiments were conducted with transient
greenhouse gas concentrations and aerosol forcing from preindustrial to present day val-
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ues for the period from 1860 to 2000 (’20th century’), followed by the IPCC SRES-A1B
scenario (IPCC, 2001) with increasing trace gases and aerosol concentrations from 2001
until 2100. The simulations are then extended for another 100 years with greenhouse gas
concentrations fixed at the 2100 level, e.g. CO2 is at 703 ppmv (Fig. 3.2). This prescribed
forcing leads to global mean surface temperature anomalies of 1.7◦C by 2040-2060, and
3.4◦C by 2080-2100 in the A1B scenario. A transient 1% CO2 increase simulation with
the same model configuration of ECHAM5/MPI-OM yields an effective climate sensitivity
of σeff = 0.83 K W−1 m−2 (Roeckner, personal communication).















































Figure 3.2: Grey line: atmospheric CO2 concentration in the 20th century (1860-2000), the
A1B scenario simulation (2001-2100), and for the period afterwards (2101-2199); black line:
global mean sea level rise in response to the prescribed CO2 forcing.
The MOC in the North Atlantic shows no trend in the 20th century simulation, but
does exhibit multidecadal variability with amplitudes between 18 Sv and 24 Sv. After
the year 2000, however, the Atlantic MOC at 30◦N gradually decreases by 25% from its
initial mean strength of 19 Sv to 14.5 Sv at the end of the 21st century. The mechanisms
that determine the MOC response to greenhouse gas forcing involve air-sea buoyancy
fluxes and the advection of salt and temperature anomalies in the ocean (Thorpe et al.,
2001). Consequently, a change in ocean circulation pattern and intensity causes a massive
redistribution of water mass properties, resulting in significant differences of regional sea
level responses. The adjustment of regional SSH will be the focus of our analysis and is
described in detail in section 3.3.
While there is only little change until 1960, global mean sea level then rises slowly until
2010 (Fig. 3.2). It then strongly accelerates in the 21st century, rising to a total of 0.26 m
by 2100. This implies that the net heat flux into the ocean is increasing steadily (Gregory
et al., 2001). Global sea level continues to rise an additional 0.30 m from 2100 to 2199 at
stabilized GHG concentrations due to the large heat capacity of the oceans, which continue
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to take up heat and hence expand (Meehl et al., 2005), albeit at a slightly decreasing rate
(quadratic fit of the control run subtracted; by subtracting the control from the scenario
simulation to obtain anomalies, we implicitly assume a linear separability of drifts).
Based on in-situ temperature observations from pentadal composites for the 1955-1959
through 1994-1998 period for the 0-3000 m layer, the global thermosteric linear trend is
0.40±0.05 mm yr−1 (Antonov et al., 2005), corresponding to a heat input of 14.5×1022 J
(Levitus et al., 2005). Our simulation yields a similar global sea level trend of 0.34±0.09
mm yr−1 for the same period, but a considerably lower net heat increase of 8.1×1022 J.
The underestimate of heat uptake might be linked to the too warm deep and intermediate
waters in MPI-OM (see section 3.2.2), with the more efficient thermal expansivity at
higher temperatures causing a similar global mean sea level rise somewhat by chance.
Apart from seasonal variations, Antonov et al. (2005) also observed decadal variability of
ocean heat storage, and thus thermosteric sea level change. Church et al. (2005) linked
volcanic eruptions with significant decadal variability of ocean heat content and global
mean sea level (up to 3×1022 J and 5 mm, respectively); our simulation does not include
volcanic forcing, and thus cannot represent this effect.
A particularly large climate response occurs in the Arctic Ocean in our simulation: it
becomes largely ice free during the summer by 2070, reducing the total annual mean arctic
sea ice volume gradually from 3×104 km3 to less than 1×104 km3. We give an order of
magnitude estimate of the effects of the inferred freshening to the halosteric anomaly in
the Arctic Ocean in section 3.4.
The analysis presented in the following sections is based on annual mean values. Since we
are interested in the transient changes under the SRES-A1B scenario, seasonal variability,
which is mostly due to air-sea heat and fresh water exchange that affects the upper 100
to 200 m of the water column, is not considered.
3.3 Spatial pattern of SSH adjustments
In this section, we describe and explain SSH changes in the aforementioned scenario inte-
gration. The meridional SSH gradient in the Atlantic basin has been associated with the
strength of the Atlantic MOC (Thorpe et al., 2001). Another perspective was introduced
earlier by Bryan (1996), who described a distinct dipole pattern of sea level change in
the western North Atlantic, which he inferred to be consistent with a weakening of the
upper branch of the Atlantic MOC once an allowance is made for changes induced by the
wind-driven circulation. Decadal variability of SSH in the western North Atlantic has been
proposed to reflect predominantly overturning changes through the topographic coupling
between depth averaged and baroclinic flows (Ha¨kkinen, 2001). As Gregory et al. (2001) in
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their analysis of previous IPCC results have pointed out, most simulated regional sea level
changes differed significantly from the global average, but there was a considerable lack of
agreement about the distribution of these regional patterns between various models, with
only two robust exceptions: firstly, a maximum increase of sea level in the Arctic Ocean
due to enhanced fresh water input, and secondly, a minimum reduction of sea level in the
Southern Ocean. In the open ocean basins, where geostrophy holds, the change of local
and basin scale sea level gradients is a direct measure of large scale circulation changes
(Gregory et al., 2001); hence, discrepancies in local sea level change between different
model simulations are caused by differences in large scale circulation patterns and deep
water formation rates. This, in turn, directly determines the local water mass properties,
and hence the steric response through temperature and salinity changes. We will elaborate
on this point in section 3.4. Here, we will first describe the global pattern of dynamic sea
level changes, and then compare regional SSH features with relevant oceanic circulation
indices. For the time period 2090-2099, relative to the control simulation and zero global
mean, local extreme amplitudes of regional sea level change range from −0.53 m to +0.6
m (Fig. 3.3); maximum basin-scale changes amount to ± 0.3 m in Arctic Ocean and
Southern Ocean (see Fig. 3.4b below). These values do not include the global mean sea
level rise (Fig. 3.2, section 3.2.3), which must be added to obtain the full sea level signal.
m
Figure 3.3: MPI-OM sea surface height anomaly (in meters): relative difference between the
mean SSH for the decade 2090-2099 and the control run mean SSH (Fig. 3.1b); contour line
interval is 0.1 m. Global mean changes (Fig. 3.2) are not included, and must be added to
obtain the full sea level change.
The most prominent pattern in the North Atlantic resembles a tripole in SW-NE ori-
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entation: SSH is lower by up to 0.15 m in the central subtropical area, is higher by 0.4 m
along the path of the North Atlantic drift, and is lower again further north in the central
part of the subpolar gyre. This pattern is consistent with a northward shift of the North
Atlantic Current by some 6◦, which is evident from the shift of near surface horizontal
velocities (not shown). Along the eastern and western coast lines of the Atlantic basin,
dynamic sea level increases everywhere between 0.05 m and 0.15 m. From 30◦S to 10◦N
in the Atlantic, SSH changes by less than 0.05 m; these changes are nearly uniform, so
that the relative SSH gradients between these latitudes are not altered (Fig. 3.3). In the
Indian and Pacific Ocean, dynamic SSH generally changes by not more than 0.05 m. An
exception is the Kuroshio and its extension, where a dipole pattern (Fig. 3.3) indicates
an increasing SSH gradient, consistent with a stronger horizontal mass transport in this
region (not shown). In contrast to the North Atlantic Current, however, the Kuroshio
extension does not shift in latitude. Sea level in the Arctic Ocean increases by up to 0.4
- 0.5 m towards the end of the 21st century (Fig. 3.3). This is nearly twice the global
average, and, as will be shown in section 3.4, is mainly due to freshening of the surface
layers from increased precipitation and river run-off. The basin average gradient from the
Arctic Ocean to the North Atlantic basin increases by 0.2 m accordingly (Fig. 3.4), and
the total fresh water export from the Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait and the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago rises by 50% (Haak, personal communication); across Bering Strait,
the SSH drop is reduced by 0.3 m, but the direction of the gradient is maintained, and fresh
water import (referenced to a salinity of Sref =34.8 psu) into the Arctic Ocean through
Bering Strait actually increases by 20% during the 21st century (Haak, personal commu-
nication). The meridional SSH difference across the ACC increases from a zonal average
of 2.6 m to 2.8 m (+7%), which can be associated with a stronger transport of the ACC
(e.g. Drake Passage transport increases by 6% from 160 Sv to 170 Sv). In the Atlantic
and Indian Ocean section of the ACC, the SSH gradient increases from 2.6 m to 2.92 m
(+11%) (Fig. 3.3). We relate this prominent pattern to a strengthening of the combined
gyre transport of the anticyclonic South Atlantic subtropical gyre and the cyclonic Wed-
dell Sea gyre. Both gyres contribute about equally to the anomalous transport by purely
baroclinic contributions (not shown).
The temporal development of regional integrated relative SSH anomalies (Fig. 3.4)
illustrates that the timescales of basin-integrated SSH adjustments are not uniform (note
that the mean global sea level rise from Fig. 3.2 must be added to the curves in Fig.
3.4 to obtain the full sea level change). Basin averaged SSHs in the North and South
Atlantic exhibit a pronounced multidecadal variability, with maximum rates of change
near 15 mm yr−1. Towards 2120, relative SSH in the Atlantic basin has risen by 60
mm in both hemispheres, so that the South to North Atlantic SSH gradient remains
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Figure 3.4: Basin averaged evolution of SSH anomalies: deviation from the global mean change in
Fig. 3.2 at corresponding times; a) North Atlantic (0◦N-65◦N), South Atlantic (40◦S-0◦S)
and Pacific (30◦S-65◦N) SSH; b) ACC (80◦S-55◦S) and Arctic Ocean (75◦N-90◦N) SSH.
Note that vertical scales in a) and b) are different.
largely unchanged. Note, however, that the variability of North and South Atlantic basin-
integrated SSH is different. Several modeling studies have empirically found a linear
relationship between interhemispheric meridional steric height (or pressure) gradients and
the meridional overturning circulation (Hughes and Weaver, 1994; Thorpe et al., 2001;
Hu et al., 2004b). This requires a simple relation between zonal and meridional pressure
gradients. In the light of an equatorially asymmetric thermohaline flow, however, the
theoretical connection between zonal and meridional pressure gradients is not straight
forward (Marotzke, 1997, 2000; Marotzke and Klinger, 2000). Whereas it is conceptually
plausible that a change in Atlantic overturning is connected to NADW properties and thus
also to the meridional density gradient, it is not so obvious how the spatially structured
sea surface topography would adjust to MOC changes. It is also apparent from Fig. 3.3
that a simple ’subpolar area up - subtropical area down’ pattern, similar to the North
Atlantic dipole mentioned by Bryan (1996), is not applicable in the present simulation.
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In the Pacific, basin averaged SSH shows a small negative trend in the 21st century,
followed by a small positive trend in the 22nd century (Fig. 3.4); the relative difference
between North Atlantic and Pacific Ocean SSH (section 3.2.2) thus reaches a minimum
value synchronously with the minimum of the North Atlantic MOC around the year 2100
(see Fig. 3.5 below). From 2100 to 2199, this SSH difference has been almost reestab-
lished (within 0.02 m), but without an analog recovery of the North Atlantic MOC. The
strongest relative SSH changes occur in the high latitudes: basin average Arctic Ocean
SSH has increased 0.25 m by 2100, while SSH in the Southern Ocean decreases uni-
formly through the 21st and 22nd century, not reaching equilibrium during the simulation
period. Additional transient 1% CO2 increase experiments, using a coarser resolution
version of ECHAM5/MPI-OM with separated atmospheric heat fluxes and wind forcing,
indicate that the prominent SSH anomaly signal along the South Atlantic-ACC front can
be attributed to anomalous wind forcing, without a subsequent change of North Atlantic
overturning (not shown); thus, the South Atlantic SSH signal in the present simulation
has most likely no predictive skill for the North Atlantic MOC.
What are the implications of this complex SSH adjustment for the large scale circulation
patterns? Since the driving mechanisms in the present scenario simulation are a complex
interplay of anomalous wind forcing, fresh water and heat fluxes, we do not expect to find
a simple linear relationship between sea level changes in the North Atlantic and MOC
strength. This is in contrast to the analysis by Levermann et al. (2005), who applied a
0.35 Sv fresh water equivalent negative salt flux for 800 years to invoke a shut down of the
North Atlantic overturning cell. In order to assess the connection between the baroclinic
components of the North Atlantic subtropical and subpolar gyre circulations and SSH
changes, we have calculated potential energy anomalies (PEA’s) from temperature and
salinity fields following the procedure of Curry and McCartney (2001). The PEA χ is
defined as the vertical integral of the specific volume anomaly δ over the top 2000 dbar,







PEA (in units of J m−2) is similar to dynamic height, but weighted by pg−1, and approx-
imates a stream function for the baroclinic mass transport. The choice of 2000 dbar for
the lower level of integration was chosen here to be consistent with Curry and McCartney
(2001). An index of the baroclinic mass transport (in units of 106 kg s−1 = 1 MT s−1,
which is equal to 106 m3 s−1 = 1 Sv within a few percent) between two locations is then
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Estimates from the climatological PEA difference between Bermuda (box averaged from
63◦W-68◦W and 30◦N-35◦N) and the Labrador Sea (box averaged from 45◦W-50◦W and
53◦N-58◦N) yield an mean eastward baroclinic mass transport of 60 MT s−1 (Curry and
McCartney, 2001) between the two centers, using f at 40◦N. This compares to an average
combined NA subtropical / subpolar gyre transport of 74.2 MT s−1 in our unperturbed
control integration, with a maximal change of ≈ 21 MT s−1 between transport extremes,
and pronounced multidecadal variability (Fig. 3.5a, grey line). In the scenario simulation,
the mean gyre transport index is reduced to ≈ 68 MT s−1 by the year 2100 (Fig. 3.5a,
black line), and the mean transport from 2100 to 2199 resides around this value. Labrador
Basin and Bermuda PEA both increase considerably under the A1B scenario from the year
2000 on; based on the individual PEA gyre histories (not shown), we conclude that the
transport reduction between 2060 and 2100 (Fig. 3.5a) can be mainly attributed to more
rapid changes in the Labrador Basin PEA in this period. The sea surface height difference
∆SSH calculated between the same Labrador Basin and Bermuda boxes compares well
with the gyre transport index in terms of interannual variability (Fig. 3.5b). However,
while the gyre transport reduces over the course of 40 years, the SSH difference reduces by
0.15 m around 2070 in less than 5 years. Curiously, this SSH change is mainly caused by
a 0.11 m SSH drop in the Bermuda box, and only a 0.04 m SSH change in the Labrador
Basin box. We are currently unable to explain this very rapid adjustment in Bermuda SSH;
note, however, that this signal is on the order of magnitude of internal variability. The
variability in the North Atlantic gyre transport has been partly linked to the atmospheric
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (Curry and McCartney, 2001); the NAO index in
the present simulation does indeed coincide with positive and negative NA gyre transport
extremes of 6-7 Sv between 1890 and 1940 (not shown), pointing to the importance of wind
driven gyre transport anomalies. For the remaining simulation period, however, there is
little agreement between the atmospheric and oceanic index. Most importantly, the gyre
transport shift from 2060-2100 is not accompanied by a similar regime shift in the NAO
index, which does not show a significant corresponding trend. Thus, we focus our analysis
here on the connection between the combined baroclinic gyre transport, ∆SSH, and MOC
in the North Atlantic.
The maximum of the Atlantic MOC at 30◦N weakens gradually, beginning as early as in
the year 2000, reaching its minimum value of 14.5 Sv (a 26% reduction) around year 2100,
followed by a modest recovery to 16 Sv in the remaining 100 simulation years (Fig. 3.5c).
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Significant changes in the combined gyre transport, however, set in around year 2070 (Fig.
3.5a); the weakening MOC during the years 2000 to 2070 does not appear to affect the gyre
transport index during this period. Choosing a different latitude for the MOC index does
not alter the picture qualitatively. Although the horizontal gyre circulation is related to
the MOC due to coupling between barotropic and baroclinic modes through topography
(Ha¨kkinen, 2001), it is apparent (Fig. 3.5a and c) that the MOC and combined gyre
circulation evolve differently not only in terms of interannual to decadal variability, but
also in terms of large scale circulation changes that are associated with a reduction of the
North Atlantic overturning rate.
We have calculated a simple lag correlation (Fig. 3.5d) between the normalized time
series of gyre transport, ∆SSH and MOC. The apparent trends between 2000 and 2199 in
all time series (from the scenario calculation) dominate the correlation values (thin lines
in Fig. 3.5d), yielding little information on shorter timescales. The effect of this trend
has been removed by subtracting 21-year running means from the original time series,
and calculating correlations with the detrended time series (thick lines in Fig. 3.5d). The
correlation of the gyre transport index with the dynamic SSH difference between Bermuda
and Labrador at zero lag is 0.78 for the detrended, and 0.73 for the original time series,
respectively (Fig. 3.5d). The high correlation between gyre transport and ∆SSH at zero
lag furthermore indicates that surface velocities can be used to infer the baroclinic part
of the combined gyre transport from the surface to 2000 dbar depth, and SSH changes
pertain mainly to transport anomalies in this layer. MOC anomalies are not significantly
correlated with either ∆SSH or the gyre transport on timescales of less than 21 years (Fig.
3.5d), effectively preventing reliable estimates of MOC strength on these timescales from
∆SSH as defined here. Perhaps, a simple, linear relationship between SSH changes and
MOC reduction is masked in the present study due to the interference of a number of
processes in the North Atlantic. Furthermore, the MOC as a zonally integrated quantity
represents basin scale changes that need not necessarily be present in those locations
that we chose for the gyre transport calculations. Analyzing TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter
observations, Ha¨kkinen (2001) and Ha¨kkinen and Rhines (2004) reported that SSH in
the North Atlantic subpolar gyre increased during the 1990s, indicating a weaker subpolar
gyre circulation through the balance of SSH anomalies with geostrophic velocity anomalies.
As far as a decline of the baroclinic subpolar gyre circulation originates from local air-
sea buoyancy forcing, gyre transport anomalies could also point to a cessation of deep
convection processes, which in turn are intimately linked to the MOC strength (Ha¨kkinen
and Rhines, 2004).
In our analysis, we have avoided smoothing of the timeseries in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5. All
time series exhibit annual to decadal variability, which appears to be of internal origin.
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Figure 3.5: a) NA baroclinic gyre transport index as defined in Curry and McCartney (2001);
b) ∆SSH between Bermuda and Labrador Sea; c) NA MOC at 30◦N; d) Lag correlation of
the scenario time series (black lines in a, b, c) with each other. The thin lines in d) are
calculated from the A1B scenario time series as shown above (black lines in a, b, c); the thick
lines in d) are calculated from the same A1B scenario time series but with 21 year running
means subtracted to remove the longer period trends.
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Sufficient smoothing would certainly bring out the GHG signal more clearly, and thus lead
to higher correlation between gyre transport, ∆SSH and the MOC (Fig. 3.5d). However,
our comparison of combined gyre transport, ∆SSH and MOC suggests that inferences of
the MOC state in the NA from SSH anomalies are difficult, especially on timescales of less
than 20 years, where internal climate variability prevents a skillful correlation between
gyre transport, ∆SSH and the MOC.
3.4 Thermosteric and halosteric SSH changes
In this section, we describe the global pattern of steric sea level changes under the applied
IPCC-A1B scenario. Steric sea level change is associated with vertical expansion or con-
traction of the water column in response to changes in the local density structure, and the
total mass of the global ocean is kept constant (our simulation does not include eustatic
contributions from land sources). We frame our discussion in terms of variations (with
respect to time, indicated by a prime) from a mean or control state of the vertically inte-
grated hydrostatic balance, as in Gill and Niiler (1973). The deviation of the sea surface
elevation ζ ′ is then the sum of three terms






where ζ ′a is the barometric correction to sea level, p′bg
−1ρ−10 is the contribution from bottom
pressure changes, and ζ ′s is defined as the steric level deviation






where ρ0 is usually referenced to a temperature of 0◦C and a salinity of 35 psu. In
the present analysis, ζ ′a = 0. Equation 3.4 implies that the dynamic sea surface height
and steric height (or, analogous, their horizontal gradients) are only equivalent if bottom
pressure changes are zero. Otherwise, the flow field calculated through the geostrophic
relation is not physically acceptable, as it fails to conserve mass in the presence of a
non-zero vertically averaged background flow (Wunsch and Stammer, 1998). From the
difference between the dynamic (ζ ′: prognostically calculated as described in section 3.2)
and steric (ζ ′s: from equation 3.5) sea level fields we obtain the bottom pressure changes
for the period 2090-2099 relative to the control run mean (Fig. 3.6). As the model
does not include eustatic sources, all bottom pressure changes occur solely due to mass
redistribution within the global ocean. Most prominently, all shelf regions (less than ≈500
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m depth) experience an additional mass loading of up to 0.45 m (Fig. 3.6). The very
shallow water columns only permit a purely steric expansion much smaller than that of
deepwater columns. The resulting strong steric SSH gradients across shelfs cannot be
balanced by geostrophy; instead, mass redistribution (p′bg
−1ρ−10 term in equation 3.4)
onto the shelfs occurs, effectively reducing the total gradient in sea level across the shelfs.
Another salient feature is the pronounced negative bottom pressure anomaly of up to 0.2
m in the Atlantic section of the Southern Ocean, which we relate to the intensified gyre
circulation as described in section 3.3.
m
Figure 3.6: Mean bottom pressure changes p′bg
−1ρ−10 (in meters water column equivalent) for the
decade 2090-2099 relative to the control simulation, as defined in equation 3.4.
From equation 3.4, we evaluate the individual contribution of temperature and salinity to
the steric anomalies in reference to the temperature and salinity fields of the unperturbed
control integration. These thermosteric (ζthermos ) and halosteric (ζ
halo
s ) sea level changes




ρ(SC , TC , p)− ρ(SC , TEX , p)





ρ(SC , TC , p)− ρ(SEX , TC , p)
ρ(SC , TC , p)
dz (3.7)
where the subscripts EX and C refer to the scenario experiments and control run fields,
respectively, and the in situ density ρ is a time dependent, non-linear function of salin-
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ity, temperature and pressure (Gill, 1982). Combining the two different temperature and
salinity fields from control and scenario experiments potentially introduces an error in the
density calculation through non-linearity in the equation of state. However, we have com-
puted the difference between the full steric height field and the sum of the two individual
fields, and found that the deviation is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the
actual steric signals (not shown).
For the period 2090-2099, the mean thermosteric sea level change is positive for most
regions in all oceans (Fig. 3.7a). In the southern hemisphere, a few isolated patches in
the Pacific and Southern Ocean have a negative thermosteric anomaly; in the northern
hemisphere, two small negative anomalies are located in the North Atlantic subpolar gyre
and north of the Kuroshio. The eastern part of the subpolar NA gyre responds with a
minimum thermosteric sea level rise. Thermosteric sea level change in the North Atlantic
basin and along the South Atlantic edge of the ACC is largely above 0.55 m, which is
significantly stronger than in the Pacific at comparable latitudes, where values mostly
do not exceed 0.25 m. Such differing responses reflect the formation of deep water and
enhanced ventilation, by which the warming signal can penetrate to the deeper layers in
those regions, and then be advected horizontally.
Considerable redistribution of salt within and between ocean basins has been observed
over annual to decadal periods (Levitus, 1990), leading to significant halosteric anomalies
on regional scales Antonov et al. (2002). Here, we will focus our analysis on transient local
salinity changes and the implied halosteric signal under the A1B scenario. As expected,
the sign of the halosteric sea level signal is alternating between the different ocean basins
(Fig. 3.7b). We find the most pronounced signals in the subtropical North Atlantic and
in the Arctic Ocean, which exhibit a similar absolute halosteric sea level change of 0.5 m,
but with negative and positive signs, respectively (Figs. 3.7b and c). The Pacific basin
shows a small net increase (with local maxima around 0.1 m) reflecting increased fresh
water import from the Atlantic basin (Latif et al., 2000), and in the Antarctic Ocean the
halosteric change is slightly negative (with minima around −0.15 m). What are the origins
of the simulated halosteric expansion and contraction? Regional salinity changes are a
consequence of changes in the local fresh water balance, e.g. induced by changes in the
hydrological cycle (precipitation, evaporation and river run-off: P−E+R), anomalous salt
advection in the ocean or altered sea ice volume. Increased atmospheric moisture transport
from lower to high latitudes is a common feature of many climate scenario simulations
(Bryan, 1996; Mikolajewicz and Voss, 2000; Thorpe et al., 2001), and can account for the
large negative salinity anomaly in the Atlantic subtropical region and the positive salinity
anomaly in the Arctic Ocean. For the Arctic Ocean, an additional positive halosteric































Figure 3.7: Steric sea level difference for the period 2090-2099 relative to the control run, as
defined in equation 3.6. (a) Thermosteric (ζthermos ) contribution; (b) halosteric (ζ
halo
s ) con-
tribution; (c) ratio ζhalos /ζ
thermo
s , with values above 3.5 and below -1 in grey.
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freshwater have been put into the Arctic Ocean through P − E + R changes by the end
of the 21st century, while melting sea ice contributes about 1.8×104 km3 of anomalous
freshwater. If we assume, for the sake of argument, that these freshwater anomalies simply
replace existing Arctic waters, a maximum of 20% of the halosteric anomaly in the Arctic
Ocean by 2090-2099 can be attributed to disappearing sea ice. Curry and Mauritzen
(2005) found a freshening of the Nordic Seas and subpolar basins in the Atlantic between
1965 and 1995 in the upper 1000 m. This would imply a positive halosteric signal. In our
A1B simulation, the halosteric signal in this region changes sign from positive (fresher) to
negative (saltier) around 2040, indicating that a net negative fresh water balance prior to
2040 is then converted in sign and dominated by salt advection from the subtropical NA.
Thorpe et al. (2001) suggested that this mechanism might also function as a stabilizing
feedback for the MOC in the Atlantic.
Finally, we consider the vertical structure of the steric signals. Starting at the sea
surface, the thermosteric and halosteric contributions from each level are cumulatively
summed up to a depth of 3000 m for different ocean subdomains for the period 2090-2099
(Fig. 3.8). Generally, the thermosteric signal is larger than any halosteric change, with
the exception of the Arctic Ocean. There, the freshening of the 0-250 m layer contributes
about 55% to the total steric sea level change, whereas the deeper layers from 250-1500
m mainly add to the thermosteric signal (Fig. 3.8e). This subsurface warming of the
Arctic Ocean under increasing GHG forcing is due to increased northward heat transport
north of ≈60◦N, similar to the anomalous advection mechanism described by Hu et al.
(2004a). In spite of the reduced MOC, subtropical and subpolar Atlantic water masses
still modulate the deeper Arctic Ocean layers significantly in our simulation. This is
in contrast to an earlier study of (Bryan, 1996), who found that the reduction of the
overturning in the Atlantic would isolate the Arctic Ocean from the warmer and saltier
subtropical Atlantic water masses. In the Atlantic, halosteric and thermosteric changes
tend to compensate each other, but the thermosteric signal is 1.5 to 3 times stronger than
any halosteric change (Fig. 3.8a and b). Due to deep water formation, the thermosteric
expansion in the subpolar North Atlantic is very homogeneous up to the depth of NADW
(≈2000 m), whereas the thermosteric signal in the subtropical North Atlantic has its
largest contribution within the upper 1000 m. The Pacific response is much smaller in
amplitude, and the steric changes are largely confined to the upper 500-700 m (Fig. 3.8c
and d). In the Southern Ocean, thermo- and halosteric changes occur over the entire
depth range of 0-3000 m (Fig. 3.8f). This demonstrates the intense vertical transfer
in the ACC, by which the water properties are changed throughout the water column.
Notice the reversal of the halosteric change at a depth of 200 m from positive (fresher) to
negative (saltier) in the Southern Ocean. The response in the upper layers is likely linked
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to the increased atmospheric moisture transport from low to high latitudes (similar to the
change in the Arctic Ocean fresh water balance), whereas the deeper layer changes are most
likely influenced by saltier upwelling NADW (compare to Fig. 3.8a). Qualitatively, the
differences in the vertical extent of thermosteric changes between ocean basins agree well
with recent observations from Barnett et al. (2005), who find that the vertical structure
of a warming signal, penetrating the oceans since 1960, varies widely by ocean.
Our results show that salinity anomalies have a significant influence on regional steric sea
level changes. Among others, Antonov et al. (2002) have pointed out that estimates of heat
content or temperature changes from altimetry can be seriously biased for certain regions,
when halosteric effects are not considered. It will become increasingly more important
to take salinity changes into account beyond their natural variability in the evaluation of
regional and global sea level change. One may also view this as a problem of hydrographic
versus altimetric measuring systems.
3.5 Conclusions
Based on our analysis of dynamic and steric sea surface height (SSH) changes in the IPCC
A1B scenario as simulated with ECHAM5/MPI-OM, we conclude the following:
1. We confirm previous results that global sea level change is not an accurate measure
of regional sea level change in simulated climate change scenarios, because regional
sea level anomalies are of a similar order of magnitude (Fig. 3.2 and 3.4). Possible
eustatic sources for sea level change are not considered in this study.
2. We also confirm previous results that basin integrated SSH adjustments yield the
strongest increase in the Arctic Ocean due to enhanced freshwater input from pre-
cipitation and river run-off; SSH changes are minimal in the Southern Ocean due to
increased wind stress, which leads to a stronger ACC transport and a subsequent
dynamic SSH adjustment.
3. The basin integrated SSH difference of 0.78 m between the North Atlantic and
Pacific Ocean is reduced by 0.06 m by the year 2100, coinciding with a minimum
North Atlantic overturning, but is reestablished within 100 years through a Pacific
Ocean SSH rise and a North Atlantic SSH drop, without an analog recovery of the
North Atlantic overturning.
4. The sea surface height difference between Bermuda and the Labrador Sea correlates
highly at zero lag with the combined North Atlantic gyre transport on interannual to
decadal timescales. Overturning changes in the North Atlantic, on the other hand,
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative sum of thermosteric (dashed line), halosteric (grey line) and total steric
(black line) anomalies for different ocean areas. Starting at the surface, the steric anomaly
from each depth layer is added up. Note that the abscissa has the same width in all plots.
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evolve on different timescales, and cannot be reliably inferred from SSH gradient
and gyre transport changes.
5. Mass redistribution within the global ocean by 2090-2099 causes bottom pressure
increases of up to 0.45 m across shallow shelf areas; the Atlantic section of the
ACC responds with a negative bottom pressure anomaly of up to -0.2 m due to the
intensified gyre circulation. It remains to be analyzed how these large-scale mass
redistributions would affect the geoid, for example changes of the earth’s dynamic
oblateness (J2) and regional isostatic adjustment.
6. Thermosteric sea level change by 2100 is positive in almost all ocean regions, but
varies considerably by region. Halosteric effects in the North Atlantic subtropical
region partly compensate thermosteric sea level rise. In contrast, freshening in the
Arctic Ocean leads to an additional halosteric sea level rise. Steric anomalies in the
Pacific Ocean are positive, but of smaller magnitude.
7. The vertical distribution of thermosteric and halosteric anomalies that contribute
to sea level change is very different between ocean basins. In the North Atlantic,
the steric anomalies reach to depths of the North Atlantic Deep Water (2000 m),
whereas steric anomalies in the entire Pacific Ocean occur mainly in the upper 500 m.
In the Southern Ocean, steric anomalies occur throughout the entire water column,
reflecting the strong vertical exchange of buoyancy in this region.
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4 Ocean Bottom Pressure Changes Lead to
a Decreasing Length-of-Day in a Warming
Climate
Abstract
We use a coupled climate model to evaluate ocean bottom pressure changes in the IPCC-
A1B climate scenario. Ocean warming in the 21st and 22nd centuries causes secular
oceanic bottom pressure anomalies. The essential feature is a net mass transfer onto
shallow shelf areas from the deeper ocean areas, which exhibit negative bottom pressure
anomalies. We develop a simple mass redistribution model that explains this mecha-
nism. Regionally, however, distinct patterns of bottom pressure anomalies emerge due to
spatially inhomogeneous warming and ocean circulation changes. Most prominently, the
Arctic Ocean shelves experience an above-average bottom pressure increase. We find a net
transfer of mass from the southern to the northern hemisphere, and a net movement of
mass closer towards Earth’s axis of rotation. Thus, ocean warming and the ensuing mass
redistribution change the length-of-day by -0.12 ms within 200 years, demonstrating that
the oceans are capable of exciting nontidal length-of-day changes on decadal and longer
timescales.
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4.1 Introduction
Sea level changes can be attributed to changes of the total ocean mass (e.g. through the
input of land water from glaciers), and to changes of the ocean density at constant ocean
mass (steric changes). Steric changes occur through heating or cooling of the ocean; in a
warming climate, the oceans take up most of the additional heat and hence thermosteric
(temperature related) sea level rises significantly (Gregory et al., 2001). Steric changes
do not alter the total global ocean mass, and are thus usually not associated with ocean
bottom pressure (OBP) changes. However, heat uptake by the ocean varies locally, so a
certain adjustment and redistribution of the mass of water can be expected. Specifically,
it is interesting to consider how a thermosteric anomaly in the deep ocean transfers onto
shallower shelf regions. Ponte et al. (2002) already pointed to a shift of mass from deep
to shallow ocean areas in their study, but they did not analyze the pattern or processes in
detail.
Changes in ocean bottom pressure that are caused by ocean warming and circulation
changes have not received much attention. The objective of our study is twofold: (1) We
develop a simple conceptual model that relates ocean warming to secular bottom pressure
changes, and we compare the simple model to the bottom pressure changes simulated in
a coupled climate model; (2) We estimate the length-of-day changes (∆LOD) associated
with the change of Earth’s moment of inertia through the simulated bottom pressure
changes at constant global ocean mass.
4.2 Model and Methods
We use the coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation-Model ECHAM5/MPI-OM
from the Max Planck Institute of Meteorology in the setup that was used for the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th assessment report. The general model
behavior is discussed in detail by Jungclaus et al. (2006). The horizontal resolution of
the ocean/sea ice component MPI-OM varies between 12 km near Greenland and 180
km in the tropical Pacific; MPI-OM consists of 40 fixed vertical levels, 20 of which are
distributed over the upper 700 m (Marsland et al., 2003). MPI-OM is coupled to the
ECHAM5 atmosphere model at T63 horizontal resolution (corresponding to roughly 1.9◦)
with 31 vertical levels (Roeckner et al., 2003); no flux adjustments between the ocean and
atmosphere model components are applied. Following the IPCC-A1B emission scenario
(IPCC, 2001), the atmospheric CO2 concentration rises from 367 ppmv in the year 2000
to 703 ppmv by the year 2100; in the 22nd century, the atmospheric CO2 concentration is
held constant at 703 ppmv. Relative to preindustrial conditions, global mean thermosteric
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sea level rises 0.26 m by the year 2100, and 0.56 m by the year 2199 under the prescribed
forcing (Landerer et al., 2007b).
In our calculation of bottom pressure we follow Ponte (1999). Bottom pressure is ap-
proximated by integrating the hydrostatic relation from the bottom −H to the sea surface
η, plus a spatially averaged barometric contribution p¯a, giving
pb = gρ0η + g
0∫
−H
ρ dz + p¯a, (4.1)
where ρ0 is a reference density for ocean water (here ρ0 = 1028kg/m3), g is the gravita-
tional acceleration on Earth’s surface. Rearranging terms, the bottom pressure anomaly
in time (indicated by a prime) with respect to a mean or unperturbed state is given by
p′b
gρ0




where η′ is the anomalous sea surface height (SSH), and η′s = g
∫ 0
−H ρ
′ dz is the anomalous
steric height. Note that the steric height deviation also includes local steric changes due to
salinity anomalies, which can regionally be similar in magnitude to thermosteric signals,
but often with opposite sign (Landerer et al., 2007c). At periods longer than a few days,
the ocean predominantly responds to atmospheric pressure anomalies isostatically like an
inverted barometer (IB), so that pa variations have no influence on the ocean dynamics
(Wunsch and Stammer, 1997). Consequently, the sea surface height term η in MPI-OM
does not contain the IB effect. For present purposes, we set the mean atmospheric anomaly
p¯′a in equation 4.2 to zero, because we are interested in the pure oceanic signal. However,
p¯′a can vary in time and would have to be taken into account if one was interested in the
atmospheric loading effect on ocean bottom pressure (de Viron et al., 2002; Ponte, 1999).
Furthermore, the formulation of the continuity equation in MPI-OM implies volume
conservation rather than mass conservation. To ensure ocean mass conservation, we apply
a time-varying but spatially uniform correction to the SSH to account for global mean sea
level changes from global mean density changes (Greatbatch, 1994; Ponte, 1999). In what
follows, all anomalies are annual means and are taken relative to an unperturbed control
climate (CO2 concentration of 280 ppmv). We refer to bottom pressure changes in their
normalized form (p′b/(gρ0), equation 4.2), so that units are meters (of equivalent water
column height).
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4.3 Simple Redistribution Model
Before we analyze the spatial pattern of bottom pressure changes in the IPCC-A1B sce-
nario, we develop a simple conceptual model that explains to first order how a deep ocean
warming can change bottom pressures at depths below and above the steric anomaly (Fig-
ure 4.1). In this approach, we assume that density changes occur uniformly in a certain
depth layer, i.e. the density (and thus steric) anomalies are a function of depth only. The
total ocean mass does not vary in time. To derive the model, it is sufficient to consider one
layer at depth zi with a height hi and areal extent Ai, in an ocean with just three layers.
Warming of this layer causes a negative density anomaly ρ′i (Figure 4.1a), corresponding
to a positive specific volume anomaly δi = ρ′i/ρ0. Thus, the specific volume anomaly δi
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Figure 4.1: Simple redistribution model. a) The shaded layer zi is subject to a density anomaly
ρ′i. b) The steric anomaly from layer zi raises the sea surface locally. c) The steric anomaly
from layer zi is spread over the entire ocean surface, leading to positive and negative bottom
pressure changes as indicated (the steric anomaly is greatly exaggerated).
would raise the sea surface throughout the horizontal extent of layer i by δihi, and lead
to a sharp SSH gradient where the bathymetry becomes shallower (Figure 4.1b). With no
forces present to balance this SSH gradient, we can assume that fast barotropic gravity
waves immediately distribute the steric anomaly from layer zi evenly across the entire
ocean surface area As (Figure 4.1c). At this point, the deep warming and concurrent ther-
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mal expansion has led to a uniform global sea level rise, but mass redistribution within the
basin has led to non-uniform bottom pressure changes. The gain in bottom pressure for
the upper shallow layer is δihi(Ai/As), while the loss in bottom pressure for the layer zi
and each layer below is δihi[1− (Ai/As)]. Since mass is conserved, the sum of all bottom
pressure changes is zero (e.g in Figure 4.1, substitute Ai/As = 2/3, and sum up for all
three layers). Generalizing this mechanism to n layers, and allowing for steric anomalies in














where i = 1, ..., n counts downward from the surface, and η′s(i) = (Ai/As)δihi represents
the steric sea level change contribution from layer i. Equation 4.3 states that a layer gains
mass from the expansion of all layers below, and loses mass from its own expansion and
expansion of all layers above. Equivalently, this statement also holds for negative expansion
(contraction, or cooling), exchanging gains with losses and vice versa. Note, however,
that steric expansion through warming is a very slow process compared to barotropic
adjustment timescales in the real ocean. Therefore, the redistribution would always be
immediate, and a SSH gradient as described in Figure 4.1b would not build up.









































Figure 4.2: Bottom pressure changes with depth over time in the IPCC-A1B scenario as calcu-
lated from the simple redistribution model (Equation 4.3). Pressure is expressed in terms of
equivalent water column height. Note split depth axis.
In order to estimate the magnitude of bottom pressure anomalies from ocean warming
as a function of depth and time in an ocean with realistic topography, we use equation
4.3 and apply it to the horizontally averaged steric changes in our IPCC-A1B scenario for
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each model layer (Figure 4.2). As the warming penetrates deeper into the ocean over time,
positive bottom pressure anomalies develop above the warming, with highest amplitudes
at the shallowest depths. The positive anomaly around 2500 m depth for the years 2001
to 2020 is due to a relative cooling (and thus negative steric anomaly) between 200 m and
1500 m depth, and might be linked to aerosol induced cooling carried over from the 20th
century. After the year 2020, positive bottom pressure anomalies do not reach deeper than
2200 m, which approximately corresponds to the maximum depth where steric anomalies
occur (with the exception of the Southern Ocean).
4.4 Spatial Pattern of pb Anomalies
Using equation 4.2, we have calculated the spatial pattern of bottom pressure anomalies
for the time mean of the years 2090-2099 (Figure 4.3a). In many areas, bottom pressure
anomalies correlate well with the ocean floor topography. While the deeper ocean areas
show negative bottom pressure anomalies, larger positive anomalies up to 0.4 m appear
in marginal seas and across shallow shelf areas. To examine how the simulated bottom
pressure anomalies deviate locally from the simple redistribution model, we subtract the
horizontally averaged pb(zi) profile (time mean from 2090-2099 in Figure 4.2) from each
simulated pb anomaly in Figure 4.3a for corresponding bottom depths. This map reveals
that regional bottom pressure anomalies can deviate by a similar order of magnitude from
the global mean (Figure 4.3b). Especially the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean shelves
stand out: bottom pressure there increases substantially more than, for example, in the
shelf areas of the Indonesian archipelago, where ∆pb is less than the global average. In the
Indonesian archipelago, projected dynamic sea level changes are negative, consistent with
the pattern of atmospheric circulation changes in the equatorial Pacific region (Mu¨ller and
Roeckner, 2007).
On a basin wide scale, the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans behave differently. Deep bot-
tom pressure changes in the Atlantic have a larger amplitude than in the Pacific, which,
together with the larger positive shelf signals in the Atlantic, is consistent with deeper
reaching steric signals in the Atlantic Ocean as described in Landerer et al. (2007c). The
pronounced negative anomaly in the Atlantic section of the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-
rent (ACC) can be associated with a spin up of the circulation through increased wind
stress in the IPCC-A1B scenario (Landerer et al., 2007c). By construction, the simple re-
distribution model cannot capture bottom pressure changes caused by circulation changes.
A scatter plot of bottom pressure anomalies versus depth resolves basin wide and even
regional variations (Figure 4.3c). For example, Baffin Bay and Labrador Sea bottom
pressure changes (purple markers in Figure 4.3c) split into two branches below 650 m
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depth, which corresponds to the sill depth of Davis Straight. The deeper waters in Baffin
Bay are isolated from the deep reaching steric anomaly signal that penetrates the central
Labrador Sea through convection. In agreement with the horizontally averaged picture
elucidated above (Figure 4.1), water would flow into Baffin Bay, increasing mass and hence
bottom pressure there. A similar mechanism can explain the positive bottom pressure




















































Figure 4.3: Bottom pressure anomalies for the years 2090-2099 (time mean): a) Simulated bottom
pressure changes; b) Regional deviations: simulated anomalies minus ’simple redistribution’
anomalies from Figure 4.2; c) Simulated bottom pressure anomalies (from panel a) versus
topographic depth, color coded for different basins/regions. Pressure is expressed in terms of
equivalent water column height.
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4.5 ∆LOD from pb Anomalies
Bottom pressure anomalies are directly proportional to mass load anomalies, thus affecting
Earth’s gravity field and its moment of inertia (Chao, 1994; Wahr et al., 1998). Since the
angular momentum (AM) of the total Earth system is conserved, Earth’s rotation rate
changes if its moment of inertia is altered via a redistribution of mass in the oceans. Note,
however, that the atmosphere significantly influences the total AM budget under global
warming on decadal and longer time scales (de Viron et al., 2002).
Following Barnes et al. (1983), we estimate the Earth rotational excitation χmass3 related





∆pb(θ, λ) cos3 θ dθ dλ (4.4)
where Re is the Earth’s mean radius, Izz is the principal moment of inertia, g is the
gravitational acceleration, ∆pb are the bottom pressure anomalies described in sections
3 and 4, and θ and λ are latitude and longitude, respectively. The analysis reveals a
clear secular trend in χmass3 (Figure 4.4), which corresponds to a length-of-day anomaly
(∆LOD) of nearly -0.12 ms by the year 2199 (for comparison, the motion term from
ocean currents in the present simulation corresponds to ∆LOD ≈ 0.026 ms by 2199).
The zonally integrated bottom pressure anomalies indicate a net transfer of mass from
























Figure 4.4: Oceanic Earth rotational excitation (left axis) and corresponding length-of-day
changes (right axis) from the simulated pattern of bottom pressure anomalies (solid line),
and from the simple redistribution model (dashed line).
the southern to the northern hemisphere (not shown). However, this mass transfer is
not completely antisymmetric between the hemispheres, thus giving rise to a residual
χmass3 anomaly. Essentially, mass is moved closer to the axis of rotation by means of
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redistribution within the ocean. To obtain a simple approximation to the χmass3 anomaly,
we have re-calculated χmass3 with the horizontally averaged bottom pressure anomalies
from the simple redistribution model (Figure 4.2), inserted into equation 4.4. Although the
previous section showed that regional bottom pressure anomalies can deviate substantially
from the horizontally averaged profile (Figure 4.3b), the simple redistribution model does
capture a substantial part of the actual χmass3 signal (Figure 4.4, dashed line), but generally
overestimates the amplitude by about 20%.
4.6 Concluding Discussion
We have shown that ocean warming and circulation changes lead to significant secular
bottom pressure changes in a warming climate. While the steric expansion does not
change the total global ocean mass, mass is redistributed within and between ocean basins.
An essential feature of our simulation is the strong positive bottom pressure anomaly on
almost all shelf areas, while deep ocean regions show negative bottom pressure anomalies.
Part of this mass redistribution can be explained by a simple redistribution model, which
describes the bottom pressure anomalies as they should occur due to the decreasing ocean
area with increasing depth, assuming in a first order approximation that steric anomalies
from all depths are distributed evenly across the entire ocean surface. However, local
bottom pressure anomalies can deviate by a similar order of magnitude from the global
mean. This heterogeneous pattern reflects the differences in deep water formation in
different ocean basins, thus affecting the penetration depth of the steric anomalies.
Our simulated pattern of ocean bottom pressure anomalies leads to secular Earth rota-
tional excitation of the axial component on relatively long time scales, corresponding to
∆LOD of nearly -0.12 ms after 200 years. Due to the somewhat fortuitous averaging out
of longitudinal differences of bottom pressure anomalies between ocean basins (there is no
dependence on longitude in the integration kernel in equation 4.4), changes in χmass3 can
be largely explained by the simple redistribution model. This finding implicitly links a
global mean sea level rise to a reduction of LOD.
In a slightly different warming scenario, de Viron et al. (2002) analyzed ∆LOD from
an ensemble of coupled models. Under the assumption that the total mass term (atmo-
sphere and ocean) is given only by the atmospheric mass term and the IB term over the
ocean, they derive a mean ∆LOD trend of -0.75µs/year for the mass term (their Table
2). However, as we show here, taking into account the term η′− η′s in equation 4.2 for the
ocean mass term yields an additional trend of similar magnitude of -0.57 µs/yr. Ideally,
this comparison should be done with the atmosphere mass term of the current generation
IPCC-AR4 models, but this is beyond the scope of this paper. Our results are somewhat
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in contrast to Ponte et al. (2002), who did not detect significant LOD trends from ocean
bottom pressure changes in a similar warming scenario simulation. We speculate that the
discrepancy could be attributed to differences of the ocean warming patterns between the
two simulations, and also to model improvements in ECHAM5/MPI-OM over HadCM2,
which was used by Ponte [R. Ponte, 2006, personal communication].
On timescales of a few years and shorter, nontidal LOD variations are on the order of
a few milliseconds, caused primarily by atmospheric angular momentum changes (Gross
et al., 2004). Nontidal LOD variations on decadal and longer periods are primarily related
to core-mantle interaction, with the atmosphere and oceans being relatively ineffective in
exciting variations at these low frequencies (Gross et al., 2004). However, as we demon-
strate here, ocean warming and the ensuing mass redistribution on these long time scales
lead to a sizeable nontidal LOD anomaly. In principle, this anomaly is large enough to be
measured and, in conjunction with observations of ocean thermal expansion, could help
to constrain residuals (e.g. from core-mantle interaction) of future ∆LOD measurements.
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4.7 Appendix
4.7.1 Associated Mass Transport
The proposed mass redistribution process in section 4.3 must be accomplished by a cor-








with the definition of the terms as in Eq. 4.3. Defined this way, negative transports are
from shallow to deep regions, and positive transports are from deep to shallow regions
(the direction associated with a depth penetrating warming signal). Maximum transports
reach values of 0.007 Sv for short time intervals, but are usually confined to less than 0.005
Sv for most of the times. This transport is extremely small compared to typical transport
magnitudes in the ocean (10-150 Sv), and could not be detected as current anomalies.













Figure 4.5: Volume transport (in Sv) computed from the simple redistribution model.
4.7.2 Effect of mass redistribution on clathrate
The clathrate inventory at the ocean floor is highly sensitive to temperature, and weakly
sensitive to the pressure at the sea floor. Increasing the bottom pressure at the seafloor
by changes in sea level increases the thickness of the gas hydrate stability zone, whereas
higher bottom temperatures reduce the thickness of the stability zone (Buffett and Archer,
2004). In a global warming scenario as described here, higher temperatures at the bottom
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will always produce a net decrease in the seafloor clathrate inventory, regardless of the
bottom pressure increase through mass redistribution. Therefore, the mass redistribution
associated with ocean warming cannot mitigate dangerous clathrate release from the ocean
to the atmosphere, which would feed back positively onto the greenhouse effect.
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5 The Effect of Steric Sea Level Changes on
the Excitation of Polar Motion and
Length-of-Day
Abstract
We calculate ocean angular momentum (OAM) changes that arise (1) from horizontal
mass redistribution within the global oceans, and (2) from large-scale current changes
in the 21st century as simulated with a coupled climate model. We find that the OAM
signals are mainly excited by the mass terms, while ocean current changes play a secondary
role. Previously, we showed that ocean thermal expansion leads to secular horizontal mass
redistribution within the oceans, without changing the total ocan mass (Landerer et al.,
2007b). The simulated long-term oceanic polar motion excitation from steric sea level
rise is nearly linearly polarized along the 30◦E-150◦W plane, similar to the polarization of
observed decadal polar motion (post-glacial rebound signal subtracted). However, polar
motion inferred from observed thermal expansion during the last 50 years is too small
to account for the observed polar motion during the last 50 years, suggesting that other
mechanisms play a more important role in exciting the observed decadal variations in
polar motion. The simulated secular increase of eastward Antarctic-Circumpolar-Current
(ACC) transport is reflected in a pronounced positive length-of-day (LOD) contribution
from this latitude, but a westward oriented return flow just north of the ACC largly
balances the LOD signal from the ACC spin up. The latitudinal LOD excitation from
ocean mass redistribution is negative from 90◦S to 20◦N, and positive between 20◦N to
90◦N, reflecting the sign of the zonally integrated ocean mass load anomalies.
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5.1 Introduction
Geophysical processes on or near Earth’s surface, including the atmosphere, oceans and
continents, can significantly influence Earth’s angular momentum budget on a variety of
time-scales (e.g., Barnes et al., 1983; Celaya et al., 1999; Gross et al., 2004). Due to
the requirement that the total angular momentum of the Earth system be conserved,
changes in the large-sale atmospheric flow or oceanic current pattern, or surface mass
redistribution, can excite motion of Earth’s rotation axis (polar motion, from here on
denoted as PM), and changes of Earth’s rotation rate or length-of-day (LOD). Atmospheric
angular momentum (AAM) and oceanic angular momentum (OAM) effects have been
studied extensively, and are found to excite complex motions of Earth’s rotation axis on
a variety of time-scales (Chao, 1994; Ponte et al., 2002; de Viron et al., 2002; Gross et al.,
2003, 2004). Ponte et al. (1998) found that ocean circulation and mass field variability
play an important role in fortnightly to seasonal polar motion, and the most prominent
polar motion wobble, the annual so-called free Chandler wobble, is excited mainly by
ocean bottom pressure variations (Gross, 2000; Gross et al., 2003). Larger discrepancies
between observed and simulated polar motion variations remain for the interannual to
decadal frequency band (Gross et al., 2003). Model results suggest that on periods longer
than 10 years, the oceans appear to be capable of exciting some nontrivial polar motion, yet
the mechanisms are poorly understood (Celaya et al., 1999). In particular, the excitation
sources for quasi-periodic wobbles (commonly referred to as ’Markowitz’ wobble) of Earth’s
rotation pole with a period of about 30 years and amplitudes of nearly 30 mas (milli-
arcseconds) are poorly understood (Gross et al., 2003). The polarization orientation of
the observed Markowitz wobble is approximately along 45◦E-135◦W (Celaya et al., 1999),
which is fairly close to the polar motion that a simple eustatic sea level change with
uniform load variations over land is expected to excite (Wilson, 1993). Therefore, the
oceans are a prime suspect as a cause for this wobble, but attempts to link eustatic sea
level changes to the observed wobble amplitudes have not met with much success, either
because the eustatic sea level changes required are too large, or because the sources for a
realistic eustatic sea level change are not observed to contribute to sea level in the way they
would need to in order to drive the excitation (Celaya et al., 1999). The conflict between
astronomical constraints and observed sea level rise in the 20th century has become known
as the ’sea level enigma’ (Munk, 2002).
Steric sea level changes are usually not considered to give rise to sizable geodynamic
effects, due to a lack of significant geophysical mass redistribution (e.g., Chao, 1994).
However, we have recently analyzed the response of the global ocean to anthropogenic
warming, both in terms of the pattern of dynamic and steric sea level changes and of large-
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scale circulation changes (Landerer et al., 2007c). Based on these results, we proposed a
simple effective mechanism by which ocean warming (and hence steric expansion) leads to
significant horizontal mass redistribution within the oceans, and thus to sizeable changes
of Earth’s moment of inertia. The general pattern of the steric mass redistribution in
the ocean is such that shallow ocean areas generally gain mass, while the deep ocean
regions generally loose mass when steric sea level rises (Landerer et al., 2007b). Since
ocean warming is a relatively slow process, this provides a gateway for an effective OAM
excitation on relatively long time-scales, but it does not require eustatic sea level sources,
and is thus subject to weaker constraints.
Under anthropogenic climate change from continued emission of greenhouse gases, the
oceans are expected to respond with circulation changes as well as significant heat uptake
and steric sea level rise (Church et al., 2001). Recently, we have reported on a decreasing
length-of-day signal as a consequence of horizontal mass redistribution from simulated
ocean warming (Landerer et al., 2007b). Here, we extend this analysis and examine the
effect of the same horizontal ocean mass redistribution on polar motion; additionally,
we examine the latitudinal contribution to the simulated length-of-day changes, and we
calculate the excitation of relative OAM from the simulated changes of the large-scale
oceanic flow under an anthropogenic warming scenario.
5.2 Model and Methods
5.2.1 The ECHAM5/MPI-OM Model
We use results from a simulation performed with coupled atmosphere-ocean general circu-
lation model ECHAM5/MPI-OM (Marsland et al., 2003; Roeckner et al., 2003; Jungclaus
et al., 2006), forced with the A1B scenario from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000). The model’s sea level response to the
A1B scenario has been extensively analyzed in (Landerer et al., 2007c); using the same
simulated data in a previous paper, we have also analyzed length-of-day changes resulting
from horizontal mass redistribution that arise from ocean warming and steric expansion
(Landerer et al., 2007b). We refer the reader to these papers for a detailed discussion on
these topics. Note that the total ocean mass is constant in our analysis: eustatic sea level
change, e.g. from ice sheet melting, is not considered. Global mean sea level varies only
due to ocean heat uptake. All following data are annual means, and represent deviations
from a mean preindustrial climate state (before the year 1860).
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5.2.2 Effective Angular Momentum Functions
The angular momentum (AM) vector of the Earth’s fluid envelope (atmosphere and ocean)
can be split into two terms: a mass term, which relates the solid body rotation to the
surface mass loads induced by atmospheric surface and ocean bottom pressure, and a
motion term, which relates Earth’s rotation to relative angular momentum carried by
fluid motion relative to the solid earth. The so-called effective angular momentum (EAM)
functions describe these Earth rotation signals. They are obtained by integrating mass






























∆U cos θ dS (5.6)
where Re is the Earth’s mean radius, dS = R2e cos θ dθ dλ is the area element, Izz and
Ixx are the polar and equatorial moments of inertia of Earth’s mantle, respectively, Ω0
is the mean angular velocity, g the gravitational acceleration, and ∆p is the pressure
anomaly; ∆U and ∆V are the vertically integrated meridional and zonal ocean transport
anomalies, respectively. In the derivation of the EAM functions, the axial symmetric
approximation has been made (Ixx = Iyy). The total effective angular momentum for
each vector component (i = 1, 2, 3) is simply the sum of the mass and motion term:
χi = χmassi + χ
motion
i . (5.7)
The vector components χ1,2 represent changes about the equatorial plane and are chosen
to point to the 0◦ (Greenwich) and 90◦E meridian, respectively. Thus, χ1,2 describes the
magnitude and direction of motion of Earth’s rotation pole. The component χ3 describes
variations of the angular velocity of Earth’s rotation axis, and can be expressed in terms
of length-of-day anomalies (∆LOD), with ∆LOD = LODχ3, where LOD = 86400 s is the
nominal reference length-of-day. Note that the χmass terms are related to the time-variable





5.3.1 Excitation of Polar Motion Anomalies
While interannual variability is stronger in χmass2 compared to the χ
mass
1 component, the
secular response to the A1B scenario is larger in χmass1 by a factor of about 2.5. Stronger
interannual variability in the χmass2 component (corresponding to the 90
◦E - 90◦W plane)
was also found by (Gross et al., 2003), but it appears not to be entirely clear why this
direction should be preferred. We note, however, that the 90◦E - 90◦W plane roughly
separates the Atlantic and Indian Oceans from the Pacific Ocean. Previously, we could
show that there is considerable interannual ocean bottom pressure variability between the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans on the one hand, and the Pacific Ocean on the other hand.
Part of this large scale pattern can be related to interannual tropical Pacific Ocean climate
variability, and this pattern emerges mainly in the χmass2 component (Landerer et al.,
2007a). Note also that the mass and motion terms of χ2 vary in phase on interannual
time scales, indicating that pressure-driven geostrophic circulation variability is closely
connected to the dynamic mass redistribution (Ponte and Stammer, 1999; Celaya et al.,
1999). Apart from interannual variations, both polar motion components, χ1 and χ2, show
significant negative trends from about the year 2000 on, and these trends are primarily
related to the mass term (Fig. 5.1). The motion term χmotion1 shows a small increase from
about the year 2000 on, and thus reduces the overall χ1 signal by about 10%, whereas the
motion term χmotion2 shows a small decrease and thus increases the overall χ2 signal by
about 20%.
As described in detail in Landerer et al. (2007b), the response of the mass terms is
related to horizontal mass redistribution occurring concurrently with thermosteric sea level
rise. Since ocean warming and global mean steric sea level rise does not reach significant
amplitudes during the 20th century in our simulation (Landerer et al., 2007c), the polar
motion signal in both, χ1 and χ2 is evident only from about the year 2000 on. From
the total oceanic polar motion contribution of χ1 and χ2, we infer that the trace of the
long-term polar motion at the pole is, to a very good approximation, linearly polarized
along the 30◦E-150◦W plane (Fig. 5.1 d). A linear regression of the simulated polar motion
vector magnitude on steric sea level rise yields an excitation power of about 7.4×10−9 rad
per 10 mm of steric sea level rise. Leaving aside for now the fact that our simulated polar
motion excitation does not wobble (because the sea level change is in one direction), and
that there is no significant signal simulated in the 20th century, the general amplitude of
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the long-period motion for the 21st century in Fig. 5.1 d is quite similar to observed polar
motion variations for the 20th century, e.g., as reported in Celaya et al. (1999) (their Fig.
5). We will return to this point in Sec. 5.4.














































































Figure 5.1: a) χ1 mass and motion excitation terms; b) χ2 mass and motion excitation terms;
c) Total oceanic polar motion excitation χ1 and χ2 as the sum of mass and motion terms;
d) Trace of polar motion at the pole. The marker color indicates the time evolution (dark-
est grey: year 1860; lightest grey: year 2199). Shown are the deviations relative to the
preindustrial (pre-1860) climate.
5.3.2 Excitation of Length-of-Day Anomalies
We recently analyzed the length-of-day signal resulting from the horizontal mass redistri-
bution by ocean steric expansion (Landerer et al., 2007b). Here, we add the contribution
from zonal current changes, and evaluate the distribution with latitude of the integral of
both components (χmotion3 and χ
mass
3 ; Eq. 5.1).
The horizontal mass redistribution in the ocean leads to decrease in the length-of-day
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Figure 5.2: Mass and motion term of the axial OAM χ3 excitation. Shown is the deviation
relative to the preindustrial (pre-1860) climate.
signal of about 0.12 ms towards the year 2199, whereas the motion term shows a small
increase of about 0.026 ms at that time (Fig. 5.2). A decrease of the length-of-day mass
term suggests a net movement of mass closer to Earth’s rotation axis. The distribution
with latitude of the mass-related length-of-day trend (χmass3 × LOD with the meridional
integration not performed) reveals that the signal is not symmetric between the southern
and northern hemisphere (Fig. 5.3 a): throughout the southern hemisphere, negative
trends indicate that there is a net movement of mass to the northern hemispheres; in
the northern hemisphere, negative values between 0◦N and 20◦N (except for a small strip
around 10◦N) and positive values above 20◦N are consistent with a net movement of mass
closer to the rotation axis. The asymmetric signal between the two hemispheres is a direct
consequence of the ocean-continent distribution, which also results in considerably more
shallow shelf area in the northern latitudes.
An increase of the LOD motion term suggests a net increase of eastward barotropic cur-
rents in the ocean. Except for the Southern Ocean, all ocean basins have zonal boundaries.
Therefore, net zonal flows require a matching zonal return flow at some other latitude. As
pointed out by Brosche and Su¨ndermann (1985), this does not preclude OAM excitation
from these currents, since the return flow can be at a different latitude and thus have a
different radius vector. For example, the large-scale subtropical and subpolar ocean gyres
have a net angular momentum, so changes of these could be a source for OAM excitation.
However, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is a largely zonal current that has
no zonal boundaries and hence no compensating return flow. It therefore carries consid-
erable OAM with it, and is a prime source for OAM due to current anomalies (Brosche
and Su¨ndermann, 1985). In the present warming scenario simulation, the ACC eastward
transport increases moderately by about 6% (170 Sv at year 2100 compared to 160 Sv
preindustrial value (Landerer et al., 2007c)).
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Based on the simulated ocean current changes, we find that the distribution with latitude
of the motion-related length-of-day trend (χmotion3 ×∆LOD with the meridional integration
not performed) has large positive contributions in the latitude band from 45◦S to 70◦S,
consistent with an ACC spin up. However, an equally prominent, but opposite signal
between 30◦S and 45◦S cancels the ACC signal almost completely when the integration
over latitude is performed, so that the remaining net positive length-of-day signal of the
integrated motion term is mostly excited at latitudes between 30◦S and the equator (Fig.
5.3 b). Based on previous results, we can relate the negative excitation between 30◦S
and 45◦S to westward oriented velocity changes along the ACC front in the Atlantic and
Indian Ocean sector, which are also evident in a prominent pattern of sea surface height
changes in this region (Landerer et al., 2007c).
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Figure 5.3: Trend of the distribution with latitude of (a) the χ3 mass and (b) the χ3 motion term
in equivalent ∆LOD. Units: ms yr−1 per 1 degr. latitude. Shown are the deviations relative
to the preindustrial (pre-1860) climate.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusion
We have shown that OAM on decadal to centennial time scales is significantly influenced
by ocean warming and corresponding steric sea level rise. The OAM mass terms have the
largest excitation power, whereas the relative motion terms due to ocean current changes
are considerably smaller in amplitude and play a secondary role. The pertinent point here
is that the detected OAM signal evolves at constant ocean mass, and so does not require
any eustatic sea level changes from melting of large ice-sheets or glaciers.
For the polar motion excitation, we find that the detection of an oceanic warming signal
is more likely in χ1 than in χ2, because the χ2 trend is smaller, and additionally masked by
stronger interannual variability. The simulated oceanic long-term polar motion is nearly
linearly polarized along the 30◦E-150◦W plane. A simple eustatic sea level change with
uniform load variations over land would result in a polar motion trace oriented along the
53◦E-128◦W plane (Wilson, 1993), and the observed long-term polar motion (corrected for
polar motion due to post-glacial rebound) is oriented approximately along 45◦E-135◦W
(Celaya et al., 1999). The orientation of the polar motion that we relate to steric sea
level changes is surprisingly similar to both the polar motion orientations expected from a
eustatic sea level change, and the observed polarization. A priori, there appears to be no
reason that a steric and eustatic sea level should lead to a similar polarization of the polar
motion trace, because the mechanisms involved are completely different. So far, it has
been difficult to find an adequate eustatic sea level source that would provide a reasonable
source for the sea level change necessary to drive the polar motion (Celaya et al., 1999;
Munk, 2002, ; and references therein). Since our calculation does not involve eustatic sea
level change, we thus avoid the need of a source for a eustatic sea level change, and our
results suggest that steric sea level changes and the associated mass redistribution provide
a mechanism to excite long-term polar motion along a trace similar to what is observed.
The question now is: if the suggested mechanism of ocean warming and steric expansion
leading to OAM excitation is real, what would the OAM signal from observed ocean
warming during the last 50 years be? The thermal expansion of the global oceans during
the last 50 years is estimated to lie between 0.3-0.7 mm/yr (Cazenave and Nerem, 2004).
Taking a central value of 0.5 mm/yr and the regression value of 7.4 × 10−10 rad/mm
from Sec. 5.3.1, the warming signal during the last 50 years would have resulted in an
average polar motion excitation of about 3.7 × 10−10 rad/yr. While the polarization of
this excitation is broadly consistent with what is observed (Fig. 5 in Celaya et al. (1999)),
the amplitude falls short by roughly two orders of magnitude. Thus, ocean warming
and resulting horizontal mass redistribution would have had only a minute influence on
decadal polar motion during the last 50 years. Note, however, that beyond the Markowitz
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wobble, the observed polar motion spectrum features also longer-period, more irregular
signals (Schuh et al., 2001). Likely other causes for decadal polar motion variations are
global mass redistribution in the atmosphere, hydrosphere and cryosphere, as well as core-
mantle interaction within the solid Earth and post-glacial rebound (Schuh et al., 2001,
and references therein).
For length-of-day excitation, we find a considerable hemispheric asymmetry in the lat-
itudinal contributions to the mass and motion term. Ocean mass redistribution due to
ocean warming is from the southern to the northern hemisphere, but also to high northern
latitudes. Through this process, mass is effectively moved closer to Earth’s rotation axis,
resulting in a decreasing length-of-day signal of about 0.12 ms after 200 years, when steric
sea level has risen about 0.56 m relative to its preindustrial value (Landerer et al., 2007b).
The length-of-day motion term has large amplitudes between 45◦S to 70◦S, but the sig-
nals have opposing sign and largely cancel. Therefore, the net positive length-of-day signal
from the motion mainly originates from the latitude band between 30◦S and the equator,
but plays only a secondary role in the combined length-of-day excitation.
Essentially, the proposed horizontal mass redistribution through steric sea level changes
eliminates a degree of freedom that has proven troublesome in the reconciliation between
observations and model predictions of Earth rotational excitation and observed sea level
change. However, while the inferred sign of the length-of-day signal and the inferred
direction of the polar motion work towards closing the gap highlighted by Munk (2002),
the inferred amplitudes are too small. Thus, a full solution of the ’sea level enigma’ awaits
further study.
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In the introduction to this thesis, I brought up a set of research questions. I conclude the
thesis by briefly answering these questions, and by giving an outlook on implications and
possible future extension of the results presented here.
6.1 Conclusions
Natural Variability
• Can a fully coupled climate model simulate the observed seasonal cycling
of water between the oceans, atmosphere and continents?
The simulated seasonal cycling of water between the oceans, atmosphere and con-
tinents in the coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation model ECHAM5/MPI-
OM compares well with observations and uncoupled model results.
The simulated seasonal eustatic sea level varies with an amplitude of 9.1± 2.8 mm.
The continental water storage balances most of the eustatic sea level variation, with
nearly equal maximal contributions from soil moisture and snow of about 6 mm.
Atmospheric water vapor has a comparatively small contribution to the seasonal
water cycle with an amplitude of 2.2± 0.6 mm.
These numbers agree well with observational estimates (within error bars). This is
a particular important result since ECHAM5/MPI-OM is not constrained by ob-
servations, and does not require any flux adjustments. The model can therefore be
regarded as an independent tool to assess climate variability.
• Can the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as an important, large-
scale coupled ocean–atmosphere mode, generally be associated with a
sea level change, and if so, does this sea level anomaly have an eustatic
contribution and how is it balanced? What is the ENSO-related water
budget of the continents and atmosphere?
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Based on monthly data of simulated natural climate variability over 200 years, I do
not find a statistically significant eustatic sea level change associated with ENSO.
Steric sea level variations, essentially representing ocean heat content changes, have
a small positive, but significant regression relation with ENSO (represented in this
study by the Nino3 index): steric sea level increases by about 0.7 mm/σ(Nino3),
leading the Nino3 index by one month (σ denotes the standard deviation). However,
only 7.5% of the simulated steric sea level variance can be explained with the Nino3
index, indicating that other processes substantially influence non-seasonal steric sea
level variations. Nonetheless, the combined steric and eustatic sea level change with
ENSO is close to 1 mm/σ(Nino3), lagging the Nino3 index by four months.
The simulated atmospheric water vapor content is highly correlated with the Nino3
index: nearly 67% of its variance can be explained with the Nino3 index. Lagging
the Nino3 index by 3 months, atmospheric water vapor increases by 0.54 ± 0.01
mm/σ(Nino3). Water storage on the continents is reduced during ENSO by nearly
1 mm/σ(Nino3), but although this regression signal is statistically significant, the
variance of the continental water storage explained with Nino3 is only 14%.
The analysis of non-seasonal monthly continental and atmospheric water storage
and eustatic sea level anomalies show that the water budget is mostly balanced be-
tween eustatic sea level and continental water storage (in the form of soil moisture),
because the atmospheric water storage capacity is very limited by the temperature
dependent saturation pressure. Examining individual simulated ENSO events and
the concurrent continental water storage and eustatic sea level anomalies, I find that
large continental water storage and eustatic sea level changes occur for individual
ENSO events, but neither their sign nor their magnitude is consistent. Whether
or not ENSO events cause an eustatic sea level change depends on the location of
large-scale precipitation anomalies over the continents or over the oceans. This at-
mospheric pattern can vary for different ENSO events, and henceforth no significant
eustatic sea level signal is detected by the linear regression on ENSO.
• Can hydrological mass redistribution from the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscil-
lation generally be associated with a significant degree-two geopotential
signal, and if so, what are the geographical patterns and contributions in
the atmosphere and on the continents that lead to this anomaly?
As outlined in the introduction, the degree-two geopotential Stokes coefficients (de-
noted by C21, S21 and C20) are very important because they are linked to polar
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motion and length-of-day (e.g., Chao, 1994), providing two independent methods to
determine large-scale mass redistribution in the Earth system.
Based on monthly data of simulated natural climate variability over 200 years, I find
that the distribution of non-seasonal water mass load anomalies on Earth’s surface
leads to significant ENSO related changes in the S21 and C20 Stokes coefficients, but
not to a significant change in the C21 coefficient. For S21, the main contribution
comes from the anomalous distribution of dynamic ocean bottom pressure, closely
followed by soil moisture. For C20, the main contribution comes from the anomalous
pattern of soil moisture.
Starting in 1997, a pronounced C20 anomaly, lasting for about four years, was ob-
served (Cox and Chao, 2002), and it was inferred that the oceans or large ice-sheets
could be an important source for the observed anomaly (Dickey et al., 2002). Since
the period 1997/1998 was marked by a strong ENSO event, it was hypothesized
that ENSO typically leads to large-scale mass redistribution in the Earth system,
in particular within the oceans. However, I do not find a significant contribution to
C20 from ocean bottom pressure anomalies as a typical ENSO response. Instead, the
simulation points to the importance of continental water storage, especially from soil
moisture. However, the regression amplitude of C20 is still too small to explain the
observed C20 anomaly. Therefore, I cannot rule out other excitation sources such
as the solid Earth or the large Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets for the observed
1997/1998 C20 anomaly.
Anthropogenic Signals
• What are the dynamic processes that lead to the projected geographical
pattern of sea level change under anthropogenic warming? In particular,
in light of an expected slow down of the meridional overturning circula-
tion (MOC) in the North Atlantic under anthropogenic warming (e.g.,
Marotzke, 2000), can the observation of regional sea level change in the
North Atlantic be utilized to detect changes of the MOC?
Similar to results in previous studies, I also find that the geographical pattern of pro-
jected sea level change is highly variable. In the Arctic Ocean, sea level experiences
the strongest increase due to enhanced freshwater input from precipitation, river run-
off and melting sea ice. Sea level changes are minimal in the Southern Ocean due
to increased wind stress, which leads to a stronger Antarctic Circumpolar Current
transport and a subsequent dynamic sea level adjustment.
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In an anthropogenically unperturbed climate, the simulated sea level difference be-
tween the North Atlantic and Pacific Ocean is about 0.78 m. This difference is
reduced under the IPCC-A1B scenario by 0.06 m towards the year 2100, coinciding
with a minimum of the North Atlantic meridional overturning rate. However, the
basin-integrated sea level difference between the North Atlantic and Pacific Ocean is
reestablished within 100 years through a Pacific Ocean sea level rise and a North At-
lantic sea level drop, without an analogous recovery of the North Atlantic meridional
overturning rate.
Additionally, I find that on interannual to decadal timescales, the sea level differ-
ence between Bermuda and the Labrador Sea correlates highly at zero lag with the
combined North Atlantic gyre transport. On the other hand, changes of the merid-
ional overturning circulation in the North Atlantic evolve on different timescales and
cannot be reliably inferred from observations of sea level pattern or gyre transport
changes.
• What is the horizontal and vertical structure of the contribution to steric
changes? How do temperature and salinity contribute to this structure,
and what mechanisms are involved?
I find that thermosteric sea level change by 2100 is positive in almost all ocean re-
gions, but varies considerably by region. Halosteric effects in the North Atlantic
subtropical region partly compensate thermosteric sea level rise. In contrast, fresh-
ening in the Arctic Ocean leads to an additional halosteric sea level rise. Steric
anomalies in the Pacific Ocean are generally positive, but of smaller magnitude.
The vertical distribution of thermosteric and halosteric anomalies that contribute
to sea level change is very different between ocean basins. In the North Atlantic,
the steric anomalies reach to depths of the North Atlantic Deep Water (2000 m),
whereas steric anomalies in the entire Pacific Ocean occur mainly in the upper 500 m.
In the Southern Ocean, steric anomalies occur throughout the entire water column,
reflecting the strong vertical exchange of buoyancy in this region. The heterogeneous
pattern of thermosteric sea level indicates the geographical variation of ocean heat
uptake and redistribution, whereas the pattern of halosteric sea level changes reflects
changes of the large-scale hydrological cycle, and to a lesser extent anomalous salinity




• Does the simulated sea level change under the IPCC-A1B scenario lead to
detectable signals in ocean angular momentum such as Polar Motion and
Length-of-Day? What mechanisms of mass redistribution in the ocean
are involved? Can this at least partially resolve the ’sea level enigma’?
Ocean warming and the associated steric expansion does not affect the total ocean
mass. Therefore, steric sea level change has so far not been related to significant
large-scale mass redistribution on Earth’s surface (Chao, 1994). However, I find that
ocean warming and circulation changes lead to significant secular bottom pressure
changes in a warming climate. The bottom pressure changes are due to a horizontal
mass redistribution that can partly be related to a newly developed simple redis-
tribution model. This conceptual model estimates bottom pressure anomalies as
they should occur in a warming (or cooling) ocean due to the decreasing ocean area
with increasing depth. An essential feature of the resulting geographical pattern
are the strong positive bottom pressure anomalies on almost all shelf areas, while
deep ocean regions show negative bottom pressure anomalies. Large-scale bottom
pressure changes related to barotropic current changes are also seen in the climate
change simulation, in particular in the Antarctic-Circumpolar-Current region.
The simulated pattern of ocean bottom pressure anomalies leads to significant secular
changes of ocean angular momentum (OAM). The excitation of the axial OAM
component, related to Earth’s angular velocity, is equivalent to a decrease in the
length-of-day of nearly −0.12 ms towards the end of the 22nd century (global mean
sea level is simulated to rise 0.56 m by then). The excitation of the equatorial
OAM component, related to horizontal motions of Earth’s rotation pole, is linearly
oriented towards 150◦W, with a rate of 7.4× 10−9 rad per 10 mm of steric sea level
rise (equivalent to a lateral rotation pole displacement of about 50 mm per 10 mm of
steric sea level rise, or about 1.5 mas (milli-arcseconds) per 10 mm of steric sea level
rise). With an observed thermosteric sea level rise of about 0.5 mm/year during
the last 50 years, the secular polar motion rate due to ocean warming would be
about 0.08 mas/year. This is arguably a small value compared to what is observed
(something on the order of 1-3 mas/yr (e.g., Schuh et al., 2001)), but the simulated
amplitudes are large enough to be observed and place tighter constraints on unknown
long-period excitation sources, such as core–mantle interaction. A similar argument
holds for the inferred length-of-day changes from ocean warming. As the thermal
expansion of the oceans is projected to continue and accelerate into the next century,
it will become more important to consider the effects of the simulated ocean mass
redistribution in the interpretation of observed Earth rotational signals.
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6.2 Final Remarks and Outlook
The simulation of dynamic and steric sea level changes with a coupled climate model has
highlighted some aspects that potentially have direct consequences for strategies of future
ocean observations. First, as the steric contributions to sea level change reach down to
maximum depths of 2500 m in the Atlantic Ocean, and down to depths of at least 3000
m in the Southern Ocean, hydrographic measurements must encompass these depths for
a reliable estimate of long-term steric sea level change. This observational requirement is
largely fulfilled with the ARGO float system. Second, accurate measurements of salinity
become increasingly important, both as a contribution to steric sea level, but also as a
measure of changes of the hydrological cycle in a warming climate. Third, the projected
pattern of ocean bottom pressure changes in a warming ocean could in principle be detected
by time-variable gravity measurements. However, the largest bottom pressure signals are
confined to shallow shelf areas, and thus to continental margins. Since geopotential field
coefficients are estimated from the GRACE campaign only up to degree and order 120
(equivalent to a wavelength of 300 km), smaller scale features cannot be resolved. In
particular, the transition from land to ocean is problematic: load variations on land can
leak into the ocean signal, and vice versa. Therefore, it is most likely not possible to isolate
the secular ocean bottom pressure signals on the shelves described in this thesis from
continental signals (D. Chambers, 2007, pers. communication; Chambers et al., 2007).
Fourth, Earth rotational observations should be accurately monitored for the postulated
effects from the secular pattern of bottom pressure changes. Since Earth rotation signals
are an integrated response of changes in the entire Earth system, it is difficult to estimate
the actual detection feasibility of these signals. Arguably, the projected signals are small,
but within measurement accuracy. Fifth, the analysis of natural non-seasonal variability
of sea level and mass redistribution in the Earth’s hydrosphere has highlighted that long,
continuous measurements of all components are necessary for the reliable estimate of long-
term, presumably anthropogenic, trends of sea level or water storage.
Future research would benefit from an ocean model that is mass-conserving, rather
than volume-conserving (as implied by the Boussinesq approximation), because simulated
bottom pressure can be somewhat influenced by making the Boussinesq approximation
(Huang and Jin, 2002). Also, the largest sea level changes are likely to arise from un-
balanced mass budgets of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets. Their dynamics are
currently not sufficiently understood to be included into climate models, adding a large
deal of uncertainty to the simulated projected signals. Closing this gap would greatly
improve climate models and projections derived from them.
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